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ABSTRACT 

The time-dependent, transformed Eliassen balanced vortex model of a trop

ical cyclone is analyzed mathematically and integrated numerically. The simulated 

vortices have characteristics resembling aspects of real tropioal cyclones. Based on 

the principle of potential vorticity invertibility, the baroclinic model vortex evolves 

on an i-plane, assumes Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations, and is posed 

in absolute angular momentum coordinates with circular symmetry. 

Theoretical analysis of the model equations is used to derive efficient nu

merical methods. Linear operator theory is applied to elli}Otic, diagnostic equa

tions for the tangential velocity potential function and the :transverse circulation 

streamfunction, which are then solved by successive line overrelaxation methods. 

Equations for the potential vorticity and potential temperalttlre are solved using 

a fourth-order Runge Kutta method. A maximum growth rate estimated for the 

potential vorticity equation limits the size of the timestep, yet reveals the presence 

of exponentially growing modes for given profiles of the thermal forcing. 

Initial potential vorticity and potential temperature distributions are based 

on a meso cyclone study. Vortex evolution is computed for a Ispecified forcing that 

emulates condensational heating and a heating function pardmeterized in terms of 

the model variables. The specified heating produces a realistic circulation but docs 

not allow the vortex to decay. \iVhen a parameteri2ed heatiing function is used, 

the transverse circulation requires external forcing thr )ugh frictionally induced 

vertical motion at the surface boundary. Mathematical and! physical descriptions 

of the boundary conditions are discussed and compared; the surface conditions are 
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insufficient for maintenance or amplification of t;he vd.rtex under the parameterized 

heating. 

In addition to analyzing physical and dynamic:al relationships among model 

variables, the simulations can be used as a 2-D basic state for a perturbation study 

using 3-D primitive equations. Such an investigp,tionlwould illuminate nonaxisym

metric features of hurricanes such as rain bancll3 and outflow jets. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

14 

The goal of tl'lis effort is to understand the dynamics of tropical cyclones. 

The time-dependent!, transformed Eliassen balanced vortex model yields numer

ical simulations with characteristics resembling tropical cyclones; the simulated 

vortices are used to study physical and dynamical relationships among the model 

variables. This dissertation discusses assumptions made during the model's deriva

tion and present!5 mathematical analyses which guide the development of numerical 

techniques for solving the model equations. A set of experiments reveals the vor

tex dynamics accessible with the model and illustrates similarities between the 

simulated vorte::} evolution and tropical cyclone development. 

A tropical cyclone is an area of intense low pressure with cyclonically rotat

ing winds (count;erclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere) that forms over tropical 

oceans. Tropical cyclones are classified according to their wind speeds: tropical 

depressions have maximum sustained winds over 10 rns- 1 (23 mph), wind speeds 

ill tropical storn~s aro at least 18 ms- 1 (40 mph), and hurricane winds are in excess 

of 33ms- 1 (74 mph). 

While typical I hurricane winds are in the 50ms- 1 (110 mph) range, gusts 

may occur at speeds exceeding 100 ms -1. The deaths and damage exacted by 

these storms are: primarily due to flooding, however, as high waves, intense rain 

and a storm surge as high as 10 m above the usual tide reach shore. In spite of 

destruction in cqastall areas, rainfall brought by hurricanes to drier inland regions 
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often provides a critical source of moisture [64J. For example, hurricanes born 

off the west coast of Mexico occasionally drift northward, supplying moisture to 

summer monsoon storms olVer southern Arizona as the westerly flow across the 

United States ~nags the hurricane's remnants. Hurricanes provide an additional 

benefit, enrichi;ng the ocean's surface and fishmen's holds through upwelling of 

deep, nutrient-rich water [312J. 

Hurrical1es have also affected the course of history, for example sinking 36 

Dutch ships in the year 1640, enabling the Spaniards to take control of Cuba. 

Similarly, the destruction of an English fleet in 1666 enabled the French to take 

Guadaloupe [64J. Columbus's first voyage to the New World escaped the hurri

cane's rage; how different tbe region might be now, had it not. 

Early ob13ervational s,tudies of tropical cyclones were conducted in the nine

teenth century from land-based stations and aboard ships unfortunately caught 

in storms. Aircraft reconna',issance began in the 1940's, and in 1960 the weather 

satellite TIROS I began imaging previously unreported hurricanes [3J. Data com

piled from all Qf these observations provide a snapshot of a hurricane's internal 

structure, although many questions remain regarding the dynamics within such a 

storm. 

After describing the Icurrent understanding of tropical cyclones and their 

internal dynamics, we revid, some of the methods and results that have appeared 

in the literature and Illotiv<llte the present study. The Introduction ends with a 

short discussion of the tropical cyclone model and an overview of the dissertation. 
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1.1 The structure and evolution of a tropical cyclone 

A hurricane is distinguished by a calm central core of low pressure, the eye, 

surr04nded by high speed, cyclonically rotating winds. A circular isobaric field 

sUlT04nding the low pressure center causes this flow to be nearly circularly sym

metric relative to the storm's movement across the ocean. Torrential precipitation 

occurs in the eyewall, a region of deep convection just outside the eye. Low-level 

inflow near the ocean surface nourishes the storm with heat. and moisture, and 

high-altitude winds serve as an exhaust, flowing out.ward where the radial pres

sure gradient is weak (at about 9 km), typically in 1 or 2 decidedly asymmetric 

jets. The strongly stable stratosphere limits the storm's height to 12 to 15 km [3, 

42J. 

The eye can be as much as 15°C warmer than the ambient atmosphere, 

warmipg by compression as air sinks from aloft; consequently evaporation frees 

the eyt:! of clouds. Subsidence far from the center also creates clear skies, long 

recognized as an illusory precursor of bad weather, the "calm before the storm" 

[20J. Convective cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds spiral around the eye in huge 

bands, where condensing water vapor releases latent heat. 

Updrafts within the eyewall and convective bands, fed by radial convergence 

of mas~:; <ind moisture in the sub cloud layer, supply water vapor to mid-tropospheric 

levels. The subsequent release of latent heat from condens(~tion is an importcmt 

component of the storm's evolution. There is considerable disagreement, however. 

regarcllng the physical processes responsible for maintenance of the circulatioll 

againsj; fridional dissipation. In 1964, Charney and Eliassen proposed a theory 
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referred to as Conditional Instability of the Second Kind (CISK), in which cumulus 

formation and the large-scale motion cooperatively intenact, the large-scale circu

lation supplying moisture to the clouds through boundary layer convergence, thc 

clouds then releasing latent heat of condensation which warms the core and drives 

the large scale circulation [8]. CISK theory depends on potential energy stored in 

the atmosphere; this theory predicts hurricanep over midlatitude continents rather 

than tropical oceans [18]. 

Emanuel has proposed an alternative theory valid in the conditionally ncu

tral atmosphere of the tropics, citing thermodynamic disequilibrium bctween the 

sea surface and the overlying laycr of air as the energy !source [15]. This theory, 

referred to as Wind-Induced Surface Heat Exchange (WISHE), relies on a positivc 

feedback between surface wind and surface hqat fluxes for amplification of a dis

turbance into a tropical cyclone. Emanuel deseribes the thermodynamic structure 

of the hurricane as a Carnot engine converting heat cncL~gy to mechanical encrgy. 

The engine's efficiency depcnds on the temp~rature dilfFcrence between the sea 

surface, where heat is supplied, and the lower stratospherc, wherc heat is lost by 

radiation. 

Conceptually, Emanuel's tropical CyclOllc modcl evolves as follows: As air 

moves toward an existing low pressure center, it cools ad.iabatically and begins to 

rotate counterclockwise and pick up speed, thereby conserving angular momentum. 

The moisture contcnt of the inflowing air rises as faster wind speeds increase 

the rate of evaporation from the ocean surfal=e. The inward flow cannot reach 

the vortex center and still conserve angular nlOIllcntUI11I; instcad it ascends at a 
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finite radius. The eye spins up mechanically as turbulent eddies transfer angular 

momentum to the core from the eyewall region. The resulting angular acceleration 

in the eye centrifuges mass away from the center, allowing dry air aloft to descend. 

The subsiding air warms adiabatically and produces a radial temperature variation 

that increases wind speeds, thereby increasing surface heat fluxes and amplifying 

the storm. Cumulus convection maintains the atmosphere's neutrality to slantwise 

moist convection by redistributing heat [16]. 

In addition to the heating mechanism, cyclogenesis is another incompletely 

understood aspect of tropical cyclone dynamics. Conditions known to be necessary 

for cyclogenesis include sea surface temperatures in excess of 26°C, high relative 

humidity, low-level positive relative vorticity (local rotation) ancllittlc or no verti

cal wind shear [3]. The initial disturbance is as yet unexplained, although several 

different phenomena may initiate eyclogenesis, such as easterly waves that drift 

across the Atlantie from Afriea, subtropical baroclinie disturbances, and large 

chunderstorm complexes that originate over continents [18]. Tropical eyclollcs 

weaken upon reaching cooler water and land. Redueed evaporation from the sea 

surface or inereased friction over land saps the storm's energy [3]. 

Details of these and other aspects of tropical eyclones have becn under sci

entific scrutiny for decades, and many more questions await answers. Tropical 

eyclone investigations ean be divided into threc broad eategories: genesis, move

ment relative to the Earth (tracking), and physieal processes within the storm 

itself. The present work addresses the latter category. 
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1.2 R .. eview of previous and related research 

Observational, theoretical and numerical studies have all contributed to 

the present understanding of tropical cyclones. Aircraft reconnaissance and re

mote sensing by satellites now provide masses of physical data, but the sheer size 

and f4ry of a hurricane and lack of a laboratory analogue prevent scientific exper

imentation with physical processes intrinsic to the storm, such as the exchange 

of energy with the ocean surface and latent heat release in the mid-troposphere. 

Instead, researchers rely on mathematical and numerical models, analyzing differ

ential equations to discover dynamical relationships and testing hypotheses with 

numel'rical simulations. Results that compare favorably with observations lend cre

dence to the researcher's conjectures and extend the current body of knowledge. 

One of the more useful assumptions made in many models involves a balance 

of forces, in this case inertial, pressure gradient, and Coriolis forces. The resultinp; 

flow, oalled the gradient wind, blows cyclonically around the low pressure center. 

The wind fields of tropical cyclones and their relatives in other latitudes also 

have velocity components perpendicular to the principal wind direction. This 

"agraclient" flow (ageostrophic flow in midlatitude cyclones) is referred to as the 

transVf~rse circulation. 

As discussed in the previous section, the transverse circulation feeds the 

cyclon~ moisture and heat as it flows inward over the sea surface, then acts as 

an exhaust in the upper tropospherc. It responds to thcrmal forcing both from 

latent heating in the interior of the storm and from surface fluxes near the ocean. 
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Numerous studies have concentrated on the nature of this response, particularly 

in the context of CISK theory. 

Recently, mathematical and numerical models have become more manage

able through the introduction of a coordinate transformation that provides higher 

resolution near the center of the vortex, where it is needed most. Posing the prob

lem in terms of rotation, divergence and gradients of the wind field also simplifies 

description and conceptual understanding of the dynamical processes in model 

storms. The "potential vorticity invertibility principle" utilizes this method to de

scribe the dynamics. Conservation laws clarify relationships among variables and 

physical quantities are easily obtained for comparison with observational data. 

This section summarizes these studies and other research related to the internal 

dynamics of tropical cyclones. 

1.2.1 Early history 

Eliassen first studied the response of a symmetric, balanced model of vor

tex motion to imposed sources of heat and momentum [12], and later considercd 

transverse motions in frontal zones due to gradients of the geostrophic wind anel 

temperature profiles along the front [13J. Early applications of Eliassen's tech

nique to tropical vortices failed to adequately simulate the mature stage of a 

hurricane, largely due to imperfect convective parameterizations [8, 43, 45J. In 

1969 Ooyama published an extensive report describing his tropical cyclone model, 

the first relatively successful simulation of a hurricane [46J. Three information lay

ers (gridpoints) coarsely resolved the vertical direction, ancl axisYlIlmctry reduced 

the problem to two dimensions. Using a convective parameterization scheme that 
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related latent heating to flux through the lower surface, Ooyama's model pro

duced a hurricane with wind fields, rainfall rates, and a kinetic energy budget 

that compared favorably with observations. The simulated cyclone was sensitive 

to sea surface temperature, drag, and exchange rates with the atmospheric bound

ary layer. Cooler surface temperatures resulted in weaker storms, and increasing 

frictional dlrag at the surface increased the intensification rate because of greater 

moisture convergence. The vortex decayed rapidly without evaporation from the 

sea surface, an essential element of tropical cyclone development according to 

WISHE theory [15J. 

Sundqvist also produced realistic simulations, using a lO-layer, axisymmet

ric balanced model to study the influence of sea surface temperatures and radiative 

cooling on vortex evolution. Radiation enhances the transverse circulation, accel

erating vortex development, but becomes relatively unimportant as the hurricane 

reaches maturity [65, 66J. 

1.2.2 Diagnostic studies 

·While such prognostic studies are informative, investigations of time

independent effects also contribute to the understanding of hurricane dynamics. 

Willoughby [73J and Shapiro and Willoughby [57J applied Eliassen's technique for 

diagnosing the transverse circulation to balanced models of hurricanes, using scale 

p.nalyses to establish the range of validity of the equations. Willoughby examined 

the effects of parameterized momentum transport and convective forcings on baro

dinie vortic:es, concluding that radial gradients of convective heating ca.use inflow 

In the lower troposphere as well as subsidence within the eye, while momentum 
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transports weaken the transverse flow. Shapiro and Willoughby considered the 

responses of both barotropic and baroclinic vortices to point sources of heat and 

momentum as well as the effects of boundary conditions. Heat and momentum 

sources appeared to contribute equally to vortex intensification, and changes in 

frictional convergence in the surface boundary layer modified the response. 

Schubert and Hack [54] also present a diagnostic analysis of the Eliassen 

balanced model, determining the role of inertial stability in vortex development. 

Greater inertial stability reduces the transverse flow yet. enhances the local tem

perature increase. Both Shapiro and Willoughby [57] and Schubert and Hack [54] 

discuss the nonlinear nature of vortex responses to a given heat source; accelera

tions and pressure changes in a strong vortex are much greater than in a weaker 

vortex with the same heat source. 

1.2.3 Latent heating studies 

Studies using latent heat release as the heat source abound in the literature, 

beginning in 1964 with the proposal of CISK and investigations by Charney and 

Eliassen, Ooyama, and Ogura. Charney and Eliassen [8] analyzed amplification of 

a vortex under latent heating and frictionally induced convergence in the surface 

boundary layer; Ogura [43] used a two-layer numerical model based on Charney 

and Eliassen's work to integrate the vortex in time, with disappointing result.s. 

More recently, researchers have explored the importance of horizontal and vertical 

distributions of latent heating in vortex evolution [56, 58-60J. Hack and Schubert 

[24] investigated the production of kinetic energy from latent heat release, and 
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Schubert and Alworth [53J modelled evolution of the potential vorticity field due 

to latent heating (to be discussed in more detail shortly). 

1.2.4 Boundary layer techniques 

Many of these models include frictionally induced convergence above the 

ocean surface as a boundary condition. Recent investigations involving WISHE 

have suppressed the importance of latent heating, preferring to rely exclusively on 

evaporation from the sea surface as a source of energy [15, 52J. Friction near the 

surface slows the tangential wind, reducing its angular momentum. The air spirals 

toward the low pressure center, transporting mass inward which then induces a 

vertical mass flux. This phenomenon, specified as a condition on the vertical 

velocity at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer, is referred to as Ekman 

pumping in geostrophic theory. Ekman pumping parameteri~es the transport of 

mass and momentum due to turbulent mixing and is only valid for geostrophic 

flow in which the pressure gradient and Coriolis forces balance. It is not valid for 

gradient flows in which inertial forces are significant, such as are found in mature 

hurricanes. A similar condition can be derived under the assumption of gradient 

flow in the boundary layer. Charney and Eliassen [8J and Ogura [43] eHch used 

Ekman pumping for the surface condition, while Ooyama [4G], Willoughby [73J 

and Schubert and Hack [55J imposed the gradient surface condition. 

Both geostrophic flow and gradient flow are poor approximations to the 

complex dynamics within the boundary layer. Other researchers have created more 

realistic simulations of hurricanes with hybrid models, using a balanced equation 

set in the free atmosphere and primitive equations in the boundary layer [47, 49J. 
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1.2.5 Ap.aly,tical improvements 

B~cause physical mechanisms within a hurricane are complex, a g;oal of 

mathem~ttical tropical cyclone models is to capture the pertinent physjcs without 

superfiuqus details. Even when founded on a basic mathematical model, numerical 

simulatiqns may require extensive computational resources. In this researah, an

alytical techniques such as coordinate transformations simplify the mq,thematical 

model while more efficient numerical methods seek to optimize its soh~tion; 

SGhubert and Hack [55], following Shutts and Thorpe [59], transformhl and 

simplifie~l the Eliassen balanced vortex model using a "potential radi4s," defined 

based on. absolute angular momentum. Angular momentum coordinates restrict 

advection to ~ertical surfaces and provide better resolution of high-grad~ent llCgions 

near the eye.1 Several researchers have utilized this transformed coordil1ate system 

in their descriptions of tropical cyclones [15, 17, 24, 53, 69]. 

Along with transformations of the independent variables, researchers pose 

the Elias~en 'balanced model in terms of potential vorticity and potcntictl tempera

ture, wh\ch are related to physical vorticity and temperature. Thorpe intrdduced 

an equaqon for the time-dependence of the potential vorticity and diagqostic equa

tions tha.t include the potential vorticity in their coefficients [69]. ThOl"pe'sIllodcl 

provides an ~xample of the "potential vorticity invertibility principle" [31]:i givcn 

a balanc(.~ condition, initial distributions of potential vorticity in the dpmaiin and 

potential tcn;tperature along its boundaries (which evolve in time), them an other 

dynamiclli characteristics of the vortex can be calculated diagnostically when de

sired. TI.lat is, only potential vorticity in the domain and potential temp~rature 
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along the horizontal boundaries need to be integrated through time; the velocity, 

t.emperature, pressure and density fields do not. 

The model discussed in the following chapters is based on the equations pre

sented by Thorpe [69]. Initialization requires a distribution of potential vorticity q 

throughout the model atmosphere and a radial distribution of potential tempera

ture () on the upper and lower boundaries (the tropopause and the ocean surface). 

The first step involves solving an elliptic equation for the tangential velocity po

tential function <1>, analogous to velocity potentials defined for irrotational flow 

fields in fluid dynamics [6]. This equation has q as a coefficient and uses the given 

radial distributions of () for boundary conditions. Differentiating <I> with respect 

to radi.us yields the tangential velocity v. The next step requires solving another 

diagnostic equation for the transverse circulation streamfunctioIl, \If, defined for 

two dimensional, incompressible (nondivergent) flow. The transverse circulation 

equation involves the potential function <I> obtained in the previous step as well 

as the potential vorticity q, and requires external forcing for nontrivial solutions. 

Differentiating \If with respect to the height Z yields the vertical velocity tV used in 

the advection term of the material derivative. Integrating time-dependent equa

tions for q and () updates their values, thus readying the model for the next time 

step. The wind fields, potential temperature and static stability can be deduced 

by difflercntiation of <I> and \If at any time during the calculation. 

The usefulness of the potential vorticity invertibility principle stems from 

(onservation relations for potential vorticity and potential temperature. Both are 
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conserved following the motion for adiabatic processes and can be used to trace 

the movements of air parcels [31J. 

More important in the present moc.lel is the conservation of mass-integrated 

potential vorticity between isentropic (cqnstant 8) surfaces [70]. If the integral 

'amount' of mass-weighted potential vorticity is known in a layer of the atmo

sphere bounded by two constant potentjal temperature surfaces, and suddenly 

some of the mass is evacuated from the region, then the potential vorticit:, in

creases to compensate for it. Since potential temperature surfaces tend to be 

roughly horizontal and air rising nonadi<~batically carries mass across these sur

faces, atmospheric potential vorticity is generated at low levels and destroyed at 

high levels of the troposphere, in regions of ascending air [50J. 

Positive potential vorticity anoma,lies produce cyclonic flow; as potential 

vorticity increases due to mass flux, the vortex strengthcns. Potential vorticity 

also affects the potential temperature distribution, as it incorporates both stat.ic 

stability and absolute vorticity (the curl of thc velodity field in a fixed reference 

frame). Effects of increases in potential vorticity are partit.ioned between the static 

stabili ty of the vortex and the rotational field [31 J. 

The potential vorticity invcrtibility principle hars been used more extcnsively 

in micllatitucle meteorology. Hoskins, ct a{. [31], applied the theory to micUatitucle 

cutoff cyclones, blocking cyclones, Rossby wave propagation, and baroclinic and 

barotropic instabili ty, asserting that only isentropic i potcntial vortici ty and sur

face potential temperature charts are needed to understand the dynamics when 

forecasting the weather. Thorpe and Emc.lI1ucl [70] amI Zehnder and Bannon [74J 
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used the potent.ial vorticity invertibility principl~ to des\':ribe frontal dynamics, and 

Raymond and Jiang [50] applied the potential vorticit,y inv,ertibility principle to 

self-sustaining mesoscale convective systems. Raymoncl and jJiang argued that the 

net flux of potential vorticity in the troposphere is towfj,rd lower levels, which then 

interacts with a sheared environment to generate addHionalllifting. The present 

research explores the effects of similar vorticity and temp(,~rature anomalies on 

tropical cyclones. 

1.2.6 Primitive equation studies 

Much of the research discussed above has involv\'!d balanced models. Other 

investigations have used the primitive (governing) equa~ions, ';but with coarse verti

cal resolution due to inadequacy of computational resources. As computers become 

more powerful this problem will disappear, althqugh bcllanced models will still be 

valuable for their simplicity. Anthes [3] summarizes the results of early research 

utilizing primitive equation models as well as sOj.TIe of ~he ba.lanced theory. Prim

itive equations allow investigation of nonaxisymmetric cffectls such as rain bands 

and movement of the storm. 

1.3 Motivation for the present study 

Most of thc research discussed in section 1.2 WclS pcrJformed under the as

sumption ofaxisymmctry. While the basic flow pattcn;l in a hurricane is circular 

and axisymmetric models capture mllch of the relcvant dynamics, somc fcatures 

of hurricanes arc characteristically asymmctric, such a,s jcts in the outflow layer 
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and rain bands that spiral around the eye. Besides illuminating the basic dynam

ics of tropical cyclones, this research forms the foundation for an investigation of 

nonaxisymmetric effects observed in tropical storms and hurricanes. 

Schubert and Al'worth [53J note that the development of the upper tropo

spheric potential vorticity field in their model satisfies preliminary requirements 

for asymmetries to develop in the outflow layer, but the axisymmetric nature of 

the model precludes further study. Using a three-dimensional, linear shallow wa

ter model to study barotropic and inertial instabilities in the outflow layer, Flatan 

and Stevens [21J found that the maximum instability occurs for a barotropic mode 

with azimuthal wavenumber one. However, both outflow jets and rain bands tend 

to appear as pairs. Anthes [lJ noted that outflow asymmetries appeared to be 

necessary for the development of spiral bands in his model. Several other studies 

have suggested that rain bands are a manifestation of internal gravity waves [11, 

38,39]. 

Gravity waves arise from adiabatic oscillations about a statically stable 

equilibrium. Internal gravity waves transport energy and momentum to high levels 

and are responsible for atmospheric phenomena such as mountain lee waves anel 

clear air turbulence [29J. Air parcels oscillate along paths parallel to the wave's 

phase lines; these accelerations are due to an imbalance between gravity and a 

buoyancy force associated with difFerences between the parcel temperature and 

that of the environment. Balanced models filter gravity waves from the flow. 

Although asymmetries can not develop either as spiraling rain bauds or 

as outflowing jets, solutions of this model can serve as a "basic state" in a fully 
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three-dimensional, nonaxisymmetric search for such instability mechanisrr~s. A 

similar study was carried out by Gall [22] to understand the formation of st.lction 

vortices in tornadoes, intense whirls within the tornado itself that are respopsible 

for the most devastating destruction. He linearized a three-dimensional prirnitive 

equation model of a tornado about an axisymmetric, vertically averaged, steady 

basic state that captured the major characteristics of a tornado, such as a c(.~ntral 

downdraft region within a concentrated ring of high vorticity. By assuming a 

form for tile perturbation velocity that was periodic in the azimuthal and v~rtical 

directions and computing growth rates for various wavelengths, Gall deterrpined 

which modes were most unstable. Analyzing the wave energetics, he was then able 

to explain the physical processes responsible for the instabilities and predict the 

number of suction vortices present under a given set of conditions. 

The aim here is to develop a model that captures the fundamental charac

teristics of a tropical cyclone, solutions of which can then be used as the basic state 

in a perturbation study of the three-dimensional primitive equations. Altltough 

solutions of the present model never reach a nontrivial steady state, distribqtions 

of the model variables at a particular time can be used to evaluate instability 

mechanisms during the tropical storm stage, for instance. 

1.4 Overview of the tropical cyclone model 

As discussed in previous sections, the present lllodel is axisymmetric and 

balanced, thus filtering internal gravity waves. It is also hydrostatic, meaning; that 

the pressure at any point equals the weight of a unit column of air above the point. 

In general, large scale motions of the atmosphere are in approximate hydrostatic 
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balance, but convective scale activity (in the eyewall, for example) is not [72]. 

Nonhydrostatic effects may force the subsiding circulation within the eye [61]. For 

the scales of motion studied with this model, the hydrostatic approximation is 

sufficient. 

The model atmosphere is assumed to be stable in agreement with obser

vational soundings in the tropics [34], as well as baroclinic, meaning that tem

perature, pressure and density may vary independently of each other within the 

constraints of the ideal gas law. Barotropic models assume that the isosurfaces of 

temperature, pressure and density coincide. Although the equations are derived 

under the assumption that density is only a function of height, all computational 

experiments actually assume the Boussinesq approximation, maintaining a uni

form density distribution in the equations. 

Finally, to simplify analysis of the results, the governing equations are 

transformed into momentum coordinates that expand the core region and ren

der the momentum surfaces upright. Partitioning the flow field into tangential 

and transverse circulations following Eliassen [12] leads naturally to expression of 

the dynamics in terms of potential vorticity. 

Chapter 2 contains a complete derivation of the Eliassen balanced vortex 

model equations, including their transformation into momentum coordinates and 

a discussion of the density field. Rigorous mathematical analysis of the equation 

set follows in Chapter 3, which guides development of the' numerical model in 

Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 discusses experiments performed with the numerical 
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model. The results compare favorably with nature although there is room for 

improvement, as discussed in Chapter 6. 



Chapter 2 

THE MODEL 
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This chapter contains a complete derivation of the Eliassen balanced model 

of a tropical cyclone from the six governing equations for atmospheric dynamics, 

the equation of state, the continuity equation, the three-dimensional equation of 

motion, and the First Law of Thermodynamics, known in this context as the ther

modynamic energy equation. After simplifying the governing equations based on 

physical arguments, we translate the problem from the physical coordinate system 

to new independent variables defined in terms of the system's angular momen

tum. New dependent variables transform the model into a form characteristic of 

the potential vorticity invertibility principle. Scaling and nondimcnsionalization 

of the model equations and boundary conditions provides additional insight into 

the scales of motion. Finally, the equation set dcscribing the Eliassen balanced 

model of a tropical cyclone is displayed in section 2.6. 

2.1 Two variable definitions 

The primary depcndent variables in the model are thc potential vorticity q 

and the potential temperature O. Each of these variablcs combines two important 

physical quantities into one expression; potential vorticity contains information 

about the stability of the atmosphere as well as its local rotation, whilc potcntial 

tcmperature unites tempcrature and pressure. 
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Integrating the Thermodynamic Energy Equation [29] under the assump-

tion of an adiabatic process, 

rO [po 
Cp JT d(1n T) - Rd J

p 
d(lnp) = 0, 

or 

where cp = 1004 J ](-1 kg -1 is the specific heat at constant pressure, Rd = 

287 J ](-1 kg- 1 is the gas constant for dry air, T is temperature in degrees Kelvin, 

p represents pressure and po is a reference pressure generally taken to be 1000 mb. 

Accordingly, the potential temperature e is defined as the temperature an air par-

cel would have if moved adiabatically from temperature T and pressure p to the 

reference pressure po: 

(2.1.1) 

where K, = Rd/ cp = 2/7. The potential temperature is also measurecl in degrees 

Kelvin. 

The definition of potential temperature is based on an expression of conseI'-

vation of energy: thermodynamic energy is conserved for air parcels moving along 

isentropic (constant 0) surfaces. Equivalently, potential temperature is itself COIl-

served in an adiabatic atmosphere, for 

cpdO _ d(lnT) -R d(lnp)_ 
o dt - cp dt d <it - O. 

The potential temperature of a stably stratified atmosphere increases with height, 

and soundings indicate that the ambient tropical atmosphere is stable [34]. 
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The potential vorticity q is defined as Ertel's potential vorticity, 

9 .... 
pq ~ f()o (- \l(), (2.1.2) 

using the density p, the gravitational acceleration g, a reference potential tem

perature ()o, and the Coriolis parameter f [55]. The absolute vorticity (is given 

by 

( = \l X (v + n x r), 

where v is velocity relative to the Earth's rotation, n is the angular velocity of 

the Earth, and r denotes position on the Earth's surface. Note that the units of 

potential vorticity are m 3 /.;g-1 8-2 in this case. Large values of potential vorticity 

indicate a large vertical temperature gradient, highly curved or sheared flow, or a 

combination of those. 

In accordance with the potential vorticity invertibility principle, potential 

temperature and potential vorticity playa fundamental role in the final form of 

the model equations derived in this chapter. The following section discusses and 

reconfigures the governing equations in preparation for the coordinate transforma-

tion. 

2.2 Governing equations 

The following derivation is based on six governing equations, including an 

equation for the potential temperature, the equation of state, the hydrostatic equa-

tion, the continuity equation, and the horizontal components of the momentulll 

equation. 



Potential Temperature Equation 

de = Q 
dt 

Eqnation of State 

Hydrostatic Eq'uation 

8p 
8z = -pg 

Contin1/,ity Equation 

1 dp ___ 
--+V'·(v)=O 
p elt 

Horizontal Momentum Equation 

elll f(A ___ ) 1 -Z + zxu =-V'p 
d p 
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In this section we qiscuss the latter three equations, emphasizing their applicability 

to the physical atIflosphere. 

2.2.1 The gradi€!nt wind 

Balanced flc,)w isl the velocity field resulting from a three-way balance aIIlong 

the centrifugal force, tbe Coriolis force, and the pressure gradient force. In vector 

notation, the equation of motion for the horizontal velocity vector u is 

du 1 
-d + 20 x u + - V'P = 0, 

t P 
(2.2.1) 
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where dl dt is the material derivative and frictional forces have been neglected [29J. 

As only the horizontal components of 20 x u contribute to its projection onto the 

horizontal plane, we may ignore the horizontal components of n and write (2.2.1) 

as 

du ~ 1 
-+fkxu+-\1p=O. 
dt p 

(2.2.2) 

Write the horizontal velocity u = vv, where v = lui> 0 and v is a unit 

vector in the direction of the flow. Denote by 11 the horizontal unit vector perpen

dicular to v, with the sign convention such that k x v = 11. The derivation of the 

balance condition requires a pair of equations relating the two unit vectors, 

on v 
o~ = -R' 

OV n 
o~ - R' 

(2.2.3) 

(2.2.4) 

where ~ is a parameter along v and R is the radius of curvature. To derive (2.2.3) 

and (2.2.4), note that 

ov ~ 10(~~) -·v=-- v·v =0 
o~ 2 o~ , 

so that 

is parallel to i1. Now, RclB = d~ and jeW I = Idvl imply lov lo~1 = l/R, and 

Also, 

O 
0 (~ ~ ) ~ Oil ~ av . ail 1 

=- n·v =v·-+n·-=v·-+-
a~ a~ a~ a~ R . 
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Thus 

ail v 
a~ -R· 

Projection of (2.2.2) onto the normal direction yields 

d (~) dil ~ f ( ~) 1 (~ n) - n· u - u . - + 11 • V11 + - 11· v P = o. 
dt dt p 

(2.2.5) 

The second term becomes 

by (2.2.3). Since the first term is zero, (2.2.5) becomes 

V 2 1 ap 
-+fv = ---, 
R pDn 

or in circular geometry, 

v 2 1 ap 
-+fv= --. 
l' P Dr 

(2.2.6) 

The pressure wi11later be partitioned into a basic state which deponds only 

on height and a perturbation p'. The gradient wind will thus result oply from 

radial variations of the perturbation pressure. 

Comparison of equation (2.2.6) for the gradient wind with (2.2.2) reflects 

that contributions to the centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations by the a;zimuthal 

wind are large compared with local and advective changes due to the rad.ial wiuci. I 

Willoughby compares the gradient wind calculated from the symmetric gf'opotcn-

tial with the tangential wind, using data from Hurricane Anita (1977), <tnd finds I 

them generally within 10% of each other [73]. As discussed in section 1.3, ~~quation 

(2.2.6) filters gravity waves from the flow. 
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Projection of (2.2.2) in the direction of flow and application of (2.2.4) yields 

el ( ~) dy f ~ (k~ ) 1 ~ n - y. u - u· - + y. x u + -y . v p = o. 
elt elt I' 

In this case, Y . u = v and v . (k xu) = o. The second term is also zero, 

u . ely = u. Dy de = v
2 

Y . 11 = o. 
dt De dt R 

Thus 

indicating that pressure gradients in the flow direction accelerate the flow. In 

particular, if the horizontal velocity were purely azimuthal, then the flow would 

be steady under the assumption ofaxisymmetry. Radial flow is necessary for the 

vortex to strengthen or weaken in this model. 

2.2.2 The continuity equation 

One of the primary equations used in describing atmospheric phenomena 

is the continuity equation, or conservation of mass, 

1 dp -- + \1. y = o. 
I' dt 

(2.2.7) 

Here, y is the three dimensional relative velocity, y = (u, w). In the Earth's 

atmosphere, density variations are primarily a function of height, and we lllay 

partition the density I' accordingly [75]. Suppose I' has the form 

p(/', z, t) = (i(z) + p'(/" z, t), 
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wherE! IP' / pi ~ 10-1
. Since 

1 
~ -:, 

p 

we ha,.ve 

wherer tv 1.S the vertical relative velocity. The continuity equation (2.2.7) then 

becomes 

tv dp 1 dp' 
--+--+\7·u=O. p dz p dt 

Assume that accelerations of perturbation quantities of the density are 

small compared with the basic state, i.e., that the atmosphere is nearly incom-

pressible. Then to first order, the continuity equation becomes 

or 

tv dp 
--::--+\7·u=O, 
p dz 

\7. (pu) = o. 

(2.2.8) 

This expression for the density, the anclastic approxima.tion of Ogura and Phillips, 

allows only oscillations with frequencies less than the Brunt Vaisiila frequency, 

eliminating acoustic waves [44]. Ogura and Phillips derived the anclastic equatiolls 

assuming an isentropic atmosphere which has a scale height H.~ = c/)o / 9 ~ 30 k 1/1 

(Bo = 3001(, the potential temperature evaluated at the surface z = 0). The 

vertical length scale H = 10 km is less than the scale height, ill which case the 

Boussinesq approximation for the density is valid [29] and the anclastic and Boussi-

nesq approximations are equivalent [44J. 
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The Boussinesq density approximation uses a constant distribution except 

in th(.~ vertical momentum equation where it is coupled to gravity [29]. Another 

densHy distribut:ion can be calculated for a dry adiabatic atmosphere in which 

() = 1~, the surface temperature, and the lapse rate is constant. First, 

by th~ definition I of () (2.1.1) and the equation of state. Under the assumption of 

a conl'itant lapse Irate, = -aT / az where, = g / CP' the temperature distribution 

is a linear functidm of height, T{z) = To -,z. Thus, 

( ) 

(l-t()/t( 

p( z) = po 1 - ;: (2.2.9) 

This function, caliled the pseudo-density, would be the true density in an adiabatic 

atmm:;phere [30]. I 

2.2.3 The hydrbstatic equation 

The hydrostatic equation in the form used in this model (2.2.17) is valid for 

either the Boussinesq density approximation or for the pseudo-density, aHhough 

interpretation of c;:>ther variables such as height may be difFerent. In particular, the 

verticlli coordinate measures geopotential height under the Boussinesq approxima-

tion a.nd pseudo-height when pseudo-density is used. Definitions, derivations and 

explanations for looth cases are included here, and a discussion of their differences 

follow I' in section I 2.2.4. 
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Following Holton [29], assume that the atmosphere satisfies the Boussi-

nesq approximation (p is constant) and partition the pressure field into a ma-

jor component corresponding to the basic atmosphere and a small perturbation, 

p(r, z, t) = p(z) + p'(r, z, t), where p and p satisfy hydrostatic balance, 

Then 

8p _ 
- = -pg. 
8z 

o 1 8 (- ') =-=--+ 1-8 p+p +g p p z 
1 8p p' 8p 1 8p' p' 8p' 

~-----+-----+g P 8z p2 8z P 8z ;;2 8z 
18p' p'g 

~--+-. p 8z p 

(2.2.10) 

Converting these two terms into an expression containing the geopotential, ¢ = 

fo: gdz, and the potential temperature provides some intuition for the Boussinesq 

and pseudo-density approximations as well as hastening arrival at our ultilflate 

destination, the transformed equation set. 

Replacing 9 using (2.2.10) and integrating, 

1 _ _ P (0) - p p' 
¢ = - -:; (p (z) - p (0)) = _ + -::-. 

p p p 

Hence the perturbation geopotential ¢' satisfies ¢' = p' / p, and 

Taking the logarithm of both sides of the definition (2.1.1) for the potcntial 

temperature and incorporating thc equation of state, 

In () = (1 - /'i,) In p - In p + In (p~ ) . 
Rei 

(2.2.11) 
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Partitioning (), p and p, 

The basic state variables satisfy (2.2.11) as well, leaving 

Linearization of the logarithmic expressions yields 

Holton asserts that density fluctuations due to pressure differences are small com-

pareel to fluctuations produced by temperature deviations. Thus 

()' p' 
~~--

(J P 

and the hydrostatic equation for a Boussinesq atmosphere becomes 

o¢/ 
oz 

(JIg 

e (2.2.12) 

Next, temporarily abandon the Boussinesq approximation and derive the 

hydrostatic equation in the form (2.2.12) for the pseudo-density: utilizing the 

equation of state 

(2.2.13) 

write the hydrostatic relation 

op pg 
oz - RdT' 
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Integrating between two pressure levels po and p corresponding to the heights 

o and z, a relationship between z and p emerges. Under a constant lapse rate 

assumption as in section 2.2.2, T(z) = To -,z and dz = -dT/,. Then 

1
P(Z) 1 9 (1 9 rT(z) 1 

1'0 pdp = - Rd io T
dz = ,Rtf iTo T

dT
. 

Integrating, 

(2.2.14) 

z is the Hoskins and Bretherton pseudo-height coordinate, equivalent to the geopo-

tential height in an adiabatic atmosphere [30]. 

Use of the geopotential, 

o¢; o¢; op o¢; 
9 = - = -- = -pg-, 

oz op oz op 

produces the hydrostatic equation with pressure as the vertical coordinate, 

(2.2.15) 

implying that 

o~ = _ (p oz)-l 
oz op 

At this point, variations of the gravity will be neglected; set 9 = 9.811118- 1, the 

average value of gravity at mean sea level. 
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Differentiating (2.2.14) and employing the equation of state (2.2.13), 

oi ___ 1 (E.)"-l 
op - pog po 

Define To = ()o. Then 

Using the definition of the potential temperature () (2.1.1), the hydrostatic 

equation becomes 

o¢ g() 

oi - ()o . 
(2.2.16) 

At this point we will drop thc tilde and denotc pseudo-hcight in physical cOOl'di-

nates with z. 

2.2.4 Boussinesq versus pseudo-density 

The standard atmosphcric density distribution is plotted in Figure 2.1a as a 

function of geopotential height (Holton, p. 374, after U. S. Stundul'(i Atmo.~]Jhere, 

1976). The pseudo-density, plotted in Figure 2.1b as a function of the pseudo-

height, appears strikingly similar. However, the variation of pscudo-height with 

geopotcntial height, shown in Figure 2.1c, is not intuitive; a pseudo-height 201.:177 

above the surface corrcsponds to an altitudc of only about 31.:177. Values t.ypically 

chosen for the Boussincsq approximation occur within 21.:111 of the surfacc, p = 
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Figure 2.1. Density distributions. (a) Physical density as a function of geopotential 
height, (b) pseudodensity as a function of pseucloheight, (c) geopotential height 
versus pseucloheight. All heights are measured in km, densities in J.:[] m-:l. 
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In the present model, the pseudo-density can be used for the b~sic state 

atmospheric density distribution p( z), and is consistent with a constant potential 

temperature basic state and the pseudo-height coordinate, as follows. 

Then 

Let po be the surface value po = po / RdTo, and consider 

( /z) ,..-1 
I-

To 

using the pseudo-height (2.2.14), and 

Hence if pseudo-density is used for the basic state density distribution, then the 

potential temperature of the model atmosphere is adiabatic to first order, 

( p') e ~ To 1 - P . 

The basic state then disappears from the hydrostatic equation (2.2.16), which can 

now be written in terms of the perturbation quantities ¢/ and e', as in (;2.2.12). 

Specifying f) (z) to be constant wherever the density explicitly appeflrs in the 

model equations imposes the I30ussinesq approximation on the model. :However, 
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the potential temperature () varies with the physical density p, via the equation of 

state. Vertical variations of the density occur implicitly in the hydrostatic equation 

as vertical gradients of the potential temperature. Note that the atmosphere is 

considered incompressible in this case, and small local variations of the density 

are perturbations from the basic field. 

The hydrostatic equation approximates the vertical momentum equation, 

henceforth written in the general form 

a¢ g() 

az - ()o • 
(2.2.17) 

The geopotential ¢ and potential temperature () are perturbation quantities, and 

the height z should be interpreted as the geopotential height with the BOllssinesq 

approximation or pseudo-height when given the pseudo-density. 

Likewise, since ¢' = p' / p, the gradient wind equation (2.2.6) can be written 

v 2 a¢ 
-+fv = -a ' 7" ,. 

(2.2.18) 

where ¢ represents the perturbation geopotential. 

2.3 The coordinate transformation 

Having discussed the Boussinesq and pseudo-density approximations and 

simplified the equations of motion to expressions of hydrostatic and gradient bal-

ance, we are ready to translate the model to new coordinates that resolve the 

high-gradient regions ncar the eye, leaving the more quiescent outer regions less 

resolved. 
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The cylindrical coordinate system is most appropriate for the geometry of 

a hurricane, and an additional assumption ofaxisymmetry in the basic vortex 

further simplifies the problem to two dimensions, in radius r and height z. A 

new radial coordinate will be defined based on the vertical component of absolute 

angular momentum. 

Denote the absolute tangential velocity by Va = V + n X r, where v = 

ui' + vt + 10k is velocity relative to the Earth's rotation and n = nrr + nd + nzk 

is the angular velocity of the Earth. In terms of the latitude <p, n can be written 

n = n cos <PJ + n sin<pk 

= n cos <p( sin ~r + cos ~~) + n sin <pk. 

The absolute angular momentum is given by M = r x mv ll , where the 

position in cylindrical coordinates r = 1'r + ~~ + zk and m is mass. The vertical 

coordinate of r x v is 

k . (r x v) = tV - (ll. 

Also 

and the vertical coordinate of r x (n x r) is then 

k· [r x (n x r)] = (n;:1'2 - n,.l'z) - (ne~z - n;:e) 

= 1'
2nsin<p -1'Zncos<psin~ - ~zncoscpcos~ + ensincp. 
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For axisymmetric motion, r is independent of t; z. c., ~ O. Thus the vertical 

component of absolute angular momentum is 

M=k.(rxmva ) 

= ml( . [r x (v + n x r)] 

= m (>v + ~f1'2) , 

where f = 2i1 sin <p is the Coriolis parameter. 

The potential radius R is then defined following Shutts and Thorpe [59], 

1 1 
- f R2 = l'U + - f 1'2. 
2 2 

(2.3.1) 

R is the radius to which a parcel would be moved under conservation of abso-

lute angular momentum if its relative velocity were reduced to zero. Note that 

conservation of angular momentum implies dR/ elt = O. The vertical coordinate Z 

represents height, denoted with a capital letter as a reminder that derivatives with 

respect to height are taken holding R constant, rather than holding the physical 

radius l' constant. 

As will be seen III section 2.4.1, momentum coordinates (R, Z) provide 

improved resolution in the high-gradient regions ncar the storm's center while 

preserving physical intuition, by expanding regions of high positive absolute vor-

ticity [55]. Another advClntangc of this coordinate system is that absolute angular 

momentum surfaces are vertical, enabling motions that occur along these surfaces, 
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such as slantwise convection, to be studied more easily [69]. In the new coordinate 

system, the material derivative djdt becomes 

That is, 

(2.3.2) 

restricting advection to vertical surfaces. 

2.4 Derivation of the transformed Eliassen balanced model 

At this point we have introduced the six governing equations that form 

the basis for the model, and by assuming axisymmetry, reduced their number to 

five. The equation of state (2.2.13), continuity equation (2.2.8) and hydrostatic 

equation (2.2.17) retained their identity and status, but the horizontal equation of 

motion (2.2.1) was reduced from a vector equation to the gradient wind equation 

(2.2.6). These four equations contain the five unknowns p, p, T, v, w. The fifth 

equation needed to close the system involves the thermodynamic energy balance, 

dO 
elt = Q, (2.4.0) 

where Q is a given source of heat. Recall that the potential temperature () is defined 

in terms of p and T (2.1.1). In this section we redefine the dependent variables and 
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transform the model equations to their final state.. Defining a potential function 

for the tangential velocity and a streamfunction f()r the transverse circulation as 

Eliassen did in 1951, we obtain a mathematical description of tropical cyclone 

dynamics in terms of the potential vorticity invertibility principle. 

2.4.1 The equation for the tangential velocity potential fUllction 

The tangential velocity potential function, tc, be defined shortly, captures 

both the gradient flow and the potential temperature field. Derivation of the pnr-

tial differential equation describing it involves the gradient wind equation (2.2.18) 

as well as the hydrostatic equation (2.2.17) and the definition lof potential vorticity 

(2.1.2). 

The following expressions result from the definition of R (2.3.1): 

fJu = JR _ (J ~) !?'.' 
fJR r + l' OR' 

fJu 
fJz 

JRfJR 
l' fJz' 

(R)2 2'0 - -1+-
l' - J1' . 

Similarly, defining a tangential velocity potential function <1>, 

yields 

1 
<1> = A.. + _'0 2 

'f 2 ' 

(2.4.1) 

(2.4.2) 

(2.4.3) 

(2.4.4) 
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by (2.2.18) and (2.4.1). Thus, 

8ip fvR 
8R r 

(2.4.5) 

Equations (2.4.3) and (2.4.5) combine to form 

R ( 2 8ip) 1/2 

~ = 1 + f2R8R . (2.4.6) 

Applying (2.4.2), (2.4A) and (2.4.5) to (2.2.17) produces the corresponding hy-

drostatic equation in momentum coordinates: 

gB 8¢ 8ip 8R 8ip 8v 
- = -= --+--v-
Bo 8z 8R 8z 8Z Dz 

fvR 8R Dip fvR DR 
=--+----; 

r Dz DZ l' Dz 

that is, 

Dip gB 
DZ Bo . (2.4.7) 

By definition, the vertical component of the absolute vorticity is 

(= k· 'V X Va 
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since nr = 0 for axisymmetric flow. Thus, 

( 1 0 
- = 1 + - - (1"V ) 
I 11" 01" 

1 a [1 (2 2)] = 1 + -- -I R -1" 
11" a1" 2 

by (2.3.1) 

RaR 
= 

1" 01" 
and 

(1 a 1 a 
---I R aR 1" a1"' (2.4.8) 

revealing that regions of high absolute vorticity ( are better resolved in the mo-

mentum coordinate system. 

The definition of potential vorticity q should be rewritten in the new COOl'-

dinate system at this point, as it will be needed shortly. By (2.4.2), 

Expanding the vertical component of { and employing the radial component, 

- ou 0 ( u au) 0 
( . 'V = - az 0,. + I + -;: + 0,. oz 

(
aR au ou) aR a 

= - az aR + az aT" aR 

(
V oR au) (aR a a ) 

+ I + -;: + a;: oR OZ oR + oz 

[ all aR ( U) aR] a . a 
= - az a;: + 1+ -;: az aR + ~ az 
_ [_ (IR _ Oll) oR + (I + ~)] DR ~ + (~ 1 (.) 4 'J) 
- 1" aR 0,. l" az DR .., DZ )y~ .. -

a 
= (az by (2.4.1). 
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Hence, the potential vorticity becomes 

Again by the definition of R (2.3.1), 

Then 

Thus 

The potential vorticity combined with the hydrostatic equation (2.4.7), 

(2.4.9) 
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then yields the equation for the tangential velocity potential function eI>, 

(2.4.10) 

2.4.2 The streamfunction equation 

The equation for the transverse circulation streamfunction \If is based on the 

potential temperature equation (2.4.0), the hydrostatic equation (2.4.7), and the 

definitions of the potential vorticity (2.1.2) and the radius R (2.3.1). Definitions 

of the transverse radial and vertical velocities u * and w*, 

81' dr 81' 81' . R * 
8T = dt - w 8Z = u - w 8Z = -;:1l , 

*. f w =wz' 

will also simplify the model. 

thus 

From (2.4.0), (2.3.2), and (2.4.7), 

and 

gQ 8 2 eI> 8 2 q> 
0: = 8T8Z + w 8Z 2 

82 eI> f 
= 8TDZ + pqwc:, 

using (2.4.9). Then by (2.4.12) 

gQ 82 q> * 
0: = DT8Z + pqw . 

() _ (}o 8eI> . 
- g 8Z' 

(2.4.11) 

(2.4.12) 

(2.4.13) 

(2.4.14) 
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Next, by (2.4.5) 

Using the definitions of R (2.3.1) and u* (2.4.11), 

ar or au 
o = fr aT + v aT + l' aT 

ar au 
= aT (i1' + v) + l' aT 

or f R2 1'2 02 eI> 

= oT-l-' + fRoRoT 
R4u* f2 02eI> 

= 1,4 + oRoT' (2.4.15) 

Subtract the derivative of (2.4.15) with respect to Z from the derivative of 

(2.4.14) with respect to R, 

g aQ a ( * ) a (f2 * HI ) 
Bo oR = oR pqw - oZ u 0 . 

A streamfunction ~ defined by 

o~ * - = -pu az and ~~(R~) = pw* 
RaR 

(2.4.16) 

satisfies the continuity equation (2.2.8), where now the physical density p is approx-

imated by p(Z), and the tilde is dropped. Using (2.4.3), the transverse circulation 

equation appears: 

g oQ a [q a ] a [P ( 2 0eI> ) 2 o~ 1 
Bo a;: = oR RoR(R~) + oZ P 1+ pRaR oZ . (2.4.17) 
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2.4.3 The potential vorticity equation 

The potential temperature equation dB / dt ~= Q and the I hydrostatic equa-

tion (2.2.17) also form the basis for the time evolntion of the l?otential vorticity 

field. Differentiate (2.4.14) again, this time with respect to Z, and apply (2.4.9) 

to obtain 

9 oQ 03 <I> Ow 02 <I> 03 <I> 
Bo oZ = oToZ2 + oZ OZ2 + W OZ3 

o (pq) Ow pqf 0 (pq) 
= f oT ( + oZ T + fWaz ~f 
-L~( )_fpqo( pqf~~ fw~( )~_fwpqa( 
- (aT pq (2 oT + ( oZ + ( oZ pq (2 az 

f el(pq) fpq d( pqf ow 
= (---;u- - (2 elt + T oz' (2.4.18) 

Using the continuity equation to replace the Jiver~;ence t(~rm and approxim(~ting 

the vorticity vector with its vertical component, the vertical 'IlOrticity equqtioll 

takes the form [29] 

d( ow <" dp I 

-=(-+---. ' 
dt oZ (I elt I 

(2,4.19) 

Applying (2.4.19) and (2.4.9) to (2.4.18), the potcn1tial vOI.-ticity! equation arifics: 

(2.4:.20) 

The equation can be written in the form 

1 oq D2<I> * oq 9 DQ 
q aT OZ2 + plV DZ = Bo laz' (2.4.21 ) 

using (2.4.9) and (2.4.12). 
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2.4.4 Surnmary 

Th(~ governing; equations have now been translated into another set with dif-

ferent dep\3ndent vari'ables, <I>, W, q, (), p. Since density is a function of height only, 

it remains fixed after initialization. Assuming a particular density distribution is 

given, foUl' equations I determine the system: the tangential velocity potential func-

tion equation (2.4.10,), the transverse circulation equation (2.4.17), the potential 

vorticity equation (2.4.21) and the potential temperature equation (2.4.0). In acl-

clition, thQ relation (12.4.16) determines 10* from W for use in the advection term 

in (2.4.21). These fiv'e equations are gathered here for reference: 

(2.4.22) 

9 aQ a [q a ] 8 [f2 ( 2 a<I» 2 8w 1 
()o aR = aR RaR (Rw) + az p 1 + J2RaR az ' (2.4.23) 

1 a 
R aR(RW) = pw*, (2.4.24) 

1 aq a2 <I> * aq 9 aQ 
q aT aZ2 + p10 az = ()o az' (2.4.25) 

dO = Q. 
elt 

(2.4.26) 

Except for (2.4.26), 0 will appear only in the horizontal boundary comli-

tions for <1>, If the forcing Q = 0 on those boundaries, then () is constant there. The 

potential tcmperature can be calculated from <1> at any time using (2.4.7). Simi-

larly, (2.4.tS) and (2.416) yield an expression for the tangential velocity in terms of 

the model variables: I 

_ !. a<I> ( ~ a<1» -1/2 

V - f aR 1 + J2 R aR (2.4.27) 
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2.5 Boundary conditions 

The boundary cqnditi()ns used with these eqnations will be summarized 

here, and discussed mor~ fullly in Chapters 3 an,d 5. I 

Symmetry at the orig~rl requires fJ~:P / fJR ~ 0 at: R = O. Far from the center 

of the storm, the absolute v(1)rticity ( mUlst approach Ithe planetary vorticity f of 

the ambient atmosphere; an integrated form qf (2.4)9) at the lateral boundary 

R = Rc imposes that cOl1straint, 

Along the upper and lower (Z) boundaries, <P satisfiies the hydrostatic equation 

(2.4.7). 

For q" the kinematic boundary conditiolj. W = I) on the upper Z boundary 

and the outer radial boundaJr:y correspon.ds to q, = 0 at thc top of the domain, 

Z = Zc, and fJ(Rq,) /fJ~ = 0' (;m R = Rc. l

. The s·~lrfacelboundary condition will be 

discussed at length in Chapter 5. q, = 0 ,it R = 0, as ~liscussed in scction (3.2.2). 

Analysis of the chamcteristics of lequations (2.4.25) and (2.4.26) reveals 

that boundary condition:s need to be SUPI~lied "llpwind" for q and e. This will be 

discussed in section (3.3.1). i 

2.6 The Model Equationsl, Nondimehsiomdized I 

The variables are Ilondimcnsionalized a~ follows (ovcrbars denote Ilondi-
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mensional quantities): I 

R=LR, p = poP, 

Z=HZ, () = ee, 

v = Vii, w = wo~, 

The Brunt-Vp,isiillii or buoyancy frequency N is defined by 

For average troposphelric conditions N ~ 1.2 X 10-28- 1 , yielding a buoyancy 

oscillation period 27f / NI of about 8 minutes [29]. Using this definition and (2.1.2), 

Thus, denotiqg (/ f by ij, q and its nondimensional form ij are related by 

N 2 ij 
q=--_. 

pop 

In section 2.5 we insisted that ( f"V f in the ambient atmosphere. Then 

radius R in momentum coordinates !:lcales as the physical radius 1', evident III 

(2.4.8). The expression 1(2.4.3) ba!:led on the definition of R then becomes 

(R)2 2Vv 
- =1+--. 
f fL f 

The ratio V / f L in the last term is known as the Rossby number Ro [29]. Gracli-

ent flow, in which inertial accelerations balance acceleratioIl!:l due to Corioli!:l and 

pressure grad~ent forces\ requires a RO!:l!:lby number of order one. 
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Scale the dependent varia,bles <I> and'IW in terms of their associated physical 

quantities so that <I>o I'V V 2 and Wo I'V w~Lpo by (2.4.4) and (2.4.24), respectively. 

By (2.4.9), pq balances [J2<I>la~~2 for ( I'V if. Hence we take V = NH and for 

Ro = 1, N H = J L. Balancing the terms of the streamfunction equation (2.4.23) 

irf1plies that the heating scales with Qo = N2w~Oolg. 

Since only vertical advection appears in the material derivative ell eli in 

rr~omentum coordinates, an advective time scale chooses To I'V H I w~. This is 

consistent with scaling Qo above for the heating in both the potential vorticity 

al,ld potential temperature equa~ions (2.4.2ffi) and (2.4.26). 

The hydrostatic equation (2.4.7) yiolds the potential temperature scaling 

e I'V p,2 N 2 HOol g. Nondimensionalizatioili of the other boundary conditions is 

straightforward, using the relationships determined above. 

Assuming the values in the left column following Holton, the constants in 

the right column take the followlng values: I 

9 = 9.81 ms-2 , 

N = 1.2 X 10-2 8- 1 , 

J = 5 X 10-5 S-I, 

po = 1 kgm-3
, 

H = 10km, 

* 1 -1 Wo = ms , 

00 = 300 J(, 

L = NH/J = 2400km, 

V = NH = 120ms-1
, 

To = Hlw,~ = lO'1s ~ 2.8 hr'. 
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Initializing the model with given distributions of q in the domain and 0 

on the horizontal boundaries, the nondimensionalized model is solved as follows 

( dropping the bars): 

1. Solve for velocity potential <1>: 

q (3 8<1> 8
2 

<1> ) 1 ( 2 8<1» 2 8
2 

<1> 
P R 8R + 1 - 8R2 - P 1 + R 8R 8Z2 = 0, 

8<1> 
-(Z) = ° at R = 0, 
8R 

z z 
<1>(Z) = 111 qdZodZ1 at R = Rc, 

8<1> 
8Z = 0 at Z = 0, Zc. 

2. Solve for the transverse streamfunction \lJ: 

~ (!L DR\lJ) ~ (~(1 2 D<1»2 D\lJ) = DQ 
DR pR DR + DZ p + R DR DZ DR' 

\lJ = ° on R = 0, Z = 0, Z = Ze, 

DR\lJ = ° 
DR 

on R=Rc. 

(2.6.1) 

(2.6.2) 

3. Use the vertical velocity calculated from \lJ to take the next time step, 

updating q in the domain and 0 on the horizontal boundaries: 

* 1 D(R\lJ) 
IV = pR DR ' 

8 (q) D2<1> * (q) 8 (q) (q) DQ 
DT P DZ2 + pw p DZ p = p DZ' (2.6.3) 

DO * 
DT + IV q = Q. (2.6.4) 

The tangential velocity v and potential temperature 0 can be calculated 

w hen desired from <1>, 

DcI> ( 2 DCI» -1/2 
V=- 1+--

8R RDR 
and 

D<1> 
0= DZ. 
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Chapter 3 

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS 

In this chapter, mathematical techniques that will guide the numerical 

methods of Chapter 4 are applied to the model equations. A restriction imposed 

on the potential vorticity ensures ellipticity of the equations, and the Fredholm 

alternative guarantees that the boundary value problems are solvable [62]; that 

is, the differential operators that will be discretized for numerical intergration are 

invertible. In addition to other properties of norms and inner products on L2, the 

Schwartz Inequality pervades this analysis: 

on the space L2 = {A: [O,Re]-t RJ foRe JAJ2 dR < oo}. Each of the three major 

components (2.6.1 )-(2.6.3) is considered in turn. 

3.1 The Tangential Velocity Potential Function Equation 

3.1.1 Ellipticity 

The equation (2.6.1) is elliptic if ac - b2 > 0, where a and c arc the co-

cfficients of the pure second order derivative terms ancl b is the coefficient of the 

mixecl derivative term [33]. Here, b = 0 and for nonzero R, 

q 
a = --, 

p 

c = _ ~ (1 + 2 aip) 2. 

P RaR' 
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(2.6.1) is elliptic as long as q > 0 and c =1= O. Equation (2.4.9) implies that if q > 0, 

then the absolute vorticity ( and the static stability of) j oZ must have the same 

sign. Soundings indicate that the ambient tropical atmosphere is stably stratified, 

of) j oZ > O. The resulting sign condition on ( imposes a lower bound on the 

relative vertical vorticity, namely 

~ o(rv) > _ f. 
r or 

Note from (2.4.6) that the coordinate transformation becomes singular if c (or () 

IS ever zero. 

The inertial stability of the vortex is given by ((.f + 2v jr) in dimensional 

terms [54], or j'2q(l + 2oi.J? j RoR)1/2 in nondimensional model variables. Restrict-

ing q > 0 and c =1= 0 ensures a statically stable model atmosphere, an inertially 

stable vortex, and an elliptic equation for the tangential velocity potential fUIlC-

tion. 

Symmetry of i.J? at the origin implies that as R ~ 0, the equation becomes 

3.1.2 Invertibility 

Before discretizing the equation for numerical solution, it dose of mathe-

matical analysis facilitates the determination of the optimal discretization. For 

example, if (2.6.1) is written in the form 

(3.1.1) 
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and one attempts to invert the operator on the left hand side using values of <I> 

from the last iteration on the right hand side, the iteration will converge slowly if 

it doesn't fail altogether, because the operator 

3 EJ EJ2 3 EJ (1 EJ) 
R EJR - EJR2 = -R DR R3 EJR 

is not one-to-one, given a Neumann boundary condition at R = 0 and a Dirichlet 

boundary condition at R = Re. To see this, solve the homogeneous boundary 

value problem: 

_R3 EJ~ (~3 ~!) = 0, 

EJ<I> 
EJR = 0 on R=O, 

<I> = 0 on R = Re. 

Then <I>(R, Z) = tCIR1 + C2, and C2 = -tcIR~ according to the boundary con-

dition at R = Re. However, the remaining boundary condition does not specify 

Cl; in particular the function <I> is not necessarily zero, and the operator is not 

one-to-one. By the Fredholm alternative theorem for boundary value problems 

[23], the nonhomogeneous equation (with homogeneous boulldary conditions) has 

either infinitely many solutions or none at all-this operator is a poor choice for 

numerical inversion. \Vriting the equation in another form suggests safer means 

of solution. 

The linear operator 

(3.1.2) 
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is one-to-one, ~elf-ad.~oint with respect to the weight R, unbounded and closed on 

the domain (s4ppressing Z arguments) 

{ 
{Re 11 0 ( Oip) 12 oip } dorn(L) = ip E L2 : io R fJR R oR RdR < 00, oR (0) = 0, ip (Re) = 0 . 

This assertion will be proven in a series of lemmas, which along with a suitable in-

equality will ensure that the operator L is invertible. The boundary value problem 

(2.6.1) may then be solved, rewritten in terms of L. 

Lemma 1: L lS a one-to-one operator. 

Proof: 

Integration ofl the homogeneous equation Lip = 0 yields ip = c1lnR + C2. 

The homogeneous boundary conditions then imply ip == 0, so that L is one-to-one. 

By definition, :an operator L is self-adjoint if and only if dome L) = dome L *) 

and L = L * on the domain of definition [62], where the adjoint L * satisfies 

(Lip, Y) = (ip,L*Y) for all ip E dorn(L), Y E dorn(L), and the weighted inner 

product on L2 'Is 
{fle 

(Lip, Y) = io (Lip) Y RdR. 

The operator L given. by (3.1.2) is a composition, L = D* D, where 

and 

In the following Lemina, D and D* are found to be adjoint operators, and their 

composi tiOl1 L is therefore self-adjoint [28]. 
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By the definition of an adjoint operator, dom(D) is contained in the domain 

of the adjoint D' of D"'. To prove that D and D* are adjoint operators, the reverse 

containment must hold, dom(D') ~ dom(D). The following proof assumes that 

h E dom(D') apd concludes that h E dom(D); by definition, h E dom(D') if and 

only if there exists 1] E L:,2 such that (D*f, h) = (f,17) for all f E dom (D*) [62]. 

Define the domain of D* as 

(Re 11 a 12 dom(D*) = {f e: L2 : io R aR (Rf) RdR < 00, f (0) = O}. 

Lemma 2: L i\3 a self-adjoint operator. 

Proof: 

First, CO~TIpute the I adjoint of D*; that is, look for all pairs (h, 1]) such that 

(D*f, h) = (f,11) for all r E dom (D*). Then 

(lle 1 a (Rr) (Re 
- io R aR hRdR = io f1]RdR. 

Define 

J
Re 

G(R) = - R 1](R')dR'. 

Then G(Rc) = 0, aGjaR= 1], and 

0= (Re 2. a(Rf) hRdR + {Re faG RdR 
io R aR io aR 

= (Re 2. a(Rf) I R IR _ {llr. Cta (Rf) IR 
io R aR ~ ( io T aR ( , 

= lRe 
~ a~~) (II - G)RdR 

for all f E dom (D*). In particular, choose fo snch that 

h - G = 2. aRro 
R aR . 



Then h - G must be equal to zero. Hence, 

SC) that h (Re) = 0 and 

Thus, 

i. r.., the adjoint of 

IS 

(Re 
h(R) = G(R) = - } R T](R')dR', 

8h 
T] = - = Dh. 

8R 

(D*r, h) = (r, ~~) = (r, Dh) , 

D* = -~~R 
R8R 

8 
D= 8R' 

and II. E dom.(D). Hence dom(D') ~ dom(D), and L = D* D is self-adjoint. 9 

L~mma 3: L is an unbounded operator. 

Proof: 

68 

An operator L is bounded if for every <1> in the domain of L, there exists a 

Ilt.lmber c such that IIL<1>11 :::; cll<1>11 [62]. Thus, to show that L is unbounded, one 

must exhibit a sequence of functions {<1>n} in the domain of L for which the ratio 

IIL<1>IIII/II<1>1I11 is unbounded as n -? 00. Consider the functions 

wl1erc n is a positive odd integer. 
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First of all, note that the functions <1>n satisfy the boundary conditions at 

R = 0 and R = Re specified in the domain of L. Convenience suggests a change 

of variables, 

Then 2xdx = (mr / R~) RdR and 

Hence <1>n E L2. Also, 

8 1~ n rr . 2 2 2'" 'J .1 2'J = R2 (sm:r + 2:r S111 :r~ cos :r- + x cos x-) :rd.r 
e 0 

4nrr 1"7r/2 
= R2 (sin2 y + 2ysinycosy + lcos2 y) dy. 

e 0 
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Now, 

4mr 17l7r/2 2mr 17l7r/2 (n7l") 
2 

-2- sin2ydy = R2 (1- cos2y) ely = If ' 
Rc 0 c 0 c 

(A) 

4n 17l7r/2 4n7l" 1717r/2 
-----:; 2y sin y cos yely = -2- Y sin 2yely 
Rc 0 Rc 0 

= 4n; (_ n7l" cos n7l" + ~ {717r/2 cos 2YdY) 
Rc 4 2 Jo 

= (;:)2, (B) 

4n7l" 17l7r/2 2n7l" 1117r/2 
-2- y2cos2yely = -2- y2 (1 + cos 2y) ely 
Rc 0 Rc 0 

= 2~; [~G), -1"'/2 YSin2YdY] 

(n7l")4 2n7l" [n7l" 11117r/2 ] 
= -- - -- -- + - cos2ydy 

12R~ R~ 2 2 0 

_ (n7l")4 (Tl7l")2 (C) 
- 12R~ - Rc 

Adding the results (A), (B) and (C) yields 

IILip 112 = (n7l")2 (n7l")4 
11 Rc + 12R~ , 

which is finite for each n, so that ipT! E dom(L) for each n. However, the ratio 

IIL<pnll/ll<pnll is unbounded as n -+ 00. This proves that L is an unbounded 

operator on its domain. 9 

Lemma 4: L is closed on its domain. 

Proof: 

An operator L is closed if for every sequence {ip n} ~ d017/ ( L) wi th the 

property that <Pn -+ <1> and Lip" -+ x, the limit ip is an element of dom(L) 
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and Lif! = X [62]. Suppose {if!n} ~ dom(L) such that if!n ~ if!. Then II if! I I ::; 

I I if! - if!nll + IIif!nll < 00. Hence if! E L2. 

The boundary conditions specified in dom(L) must also be verified for if!, 

since if!n ~ if! in the sense of L2, not necessarily pointwise. By the Fundamental 

Theorem of Calculus, if!n can be expressed in the form 

q, = _ {Ro ~ {RI ~ (R" Oif!n) dR" dR' 
n i R R' io oR" oR" 

R R' 

= -l e ~, 1 Lif!nR" dR" dR'. 

Consider 

R R' 

if! + l e ~, 1 xR"dR"dR' 

R W R W 
= <I> + 1 0 ~ 1 xR" dR" IR' - £ e ~ 1 L<I> R" dR" IR' - <I> 

R' / ( R' n (, 11 
R 0 • R 0 

{Ro 1 {RI 
::; I I <I> - <I>nll + iR R'io (X - L<I>n)R"dR"dR' 

R R' 

::; II<I> - <I>nll + l e ~, 1 Ilx - L<I>nIIR"dR"dR' 

f Re 1 lRI 
::; I I <I> - <I>nll + Ilx - L<I>nll -, R"dR"dR'. 

R R 0 

By assumption, both terms on the right hand side approach zero as n ~ 00; hence 

Ile Il' 

<I>(R) = -in ~, 1 xR"dR"dR'. 

Then <I>(Re) = 0, and o<I>joR(O) = 0 follows by L'hopital's Rule. 
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U sing this expression for <1>, 

i
Rc /1 EJ ( EJ<1» /2 

o R EJR R EJR RdR 

= 1 e ~~ R~ _ { e ~ { 'RldR"dR' RdR R [ (R R' )]2 
o R EJR EJR 1 R R' 10 X 

R R 2 

= 1 e ~~i XRldR" RdR 
o R EJR 0 I 

= foR IxI2RdR 

= Ilx - L<1>1I + L<1>1I112 

~ (11x - L<1>lIll + IIL<1>1III)2 < 00. 

This proves that <1> E dome L). 

Finally, to show that L<1> = x, let T be an arbitrary clement of dom(L). 

Then using self-adjointness of L, 

II(L<1> - x, T)II = II(L<1> - X, T) - (L<1>n, T) + (L<1>11, T)II 

~ II(L<1> - L<1>1I, T)II + II(L<1>n - x, T)II 

= 11(<1> - <1>n,LT)II + II (L<1>11 - X, T)II· 
\.gain, both terms on the right hand side tend to zero as n ~ 00. Since T is 

arbitrary, L<1> - X = O. This proves that L is a closed operator on its domain. 9 

One more calculation is needed before the proof that L is invertible: 

~emma 5: There exists /3 > 0 such that IIL<:£>II 2: /311<1>11 for every <I> E dom.(L). 

>roof: 

First note that for any <I> E dome L), 

iRe <I> EJ ( EJ<1» 
(<1>, L<I» = 0 R EJR R EJR RdR 

(Re (EJ<I» 2 

= - 10 R EJR dR. 
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By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 

11<1>11' :S I (<I>, L<I»I (l'< (lnR,)RdR-l'< (lnll,) RdR) 

[1 (1 1 . i Rc 
R ) 1 = I(<I>,L<I»I -R~lnRe - -R~lnRe - -lim (R2In,R) - ~dR 

2 2 2 H-.o , 0 2 

= I{<I> L<I»I - hm -- + _R2 [
1. ( InR) 1 ] 

, 2 R--+O 1/ R2 4 e 

I [ 1. (1/ R ) 1 2] = I{<I> L<I» -- hm -- +-R , 2 H--+O 2/ R3 4 e 

:::; ~~R~II<I>IIIIL<I>II. 
Hence 

IIL<I>II ~ ~211<I>11, 
e 

and the desired inequality holds with f3 = 4/ Re 2 • ~ 

Fact: L is invertible. 

Proof: 

If there exists f3 > 0 such that IIL<I> II ~ ,B WI> II for every <I> in the domain of 

L, then L ils one-to-one and its range is closed [621. By LemluCt 5, the inequality 
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holds with f3 = 4/ Re 2 • The same inequality holds for the adjoint L* of L since L 

is self-adjoint, implying that L * is one-to-one. Given a closed, unbounded, one-

to-one operator L with a closed range, Lip = X is solvable if and only if X is 

orthogonal to every solution Y of the adjoint homogeneous equation L*Y = 0 [62]. 

Since L* is one-to-one, there is exactly one such solution Y, and 

(X, Y) = (Lip, Y) = (ip, L*Y) = (ip,O) = O. 

Hence X and Yare orthogonal, and the operator L is invertible. 9 

The equation (2.6.1) is written in the form 

4 8ip S 82 ip 
-Lip = - -- + - - - 1 

R8R q 8Z2 ' 

where 

( 
2 8ip) 2 

S = 1 + R8R ' 

for discretization in Chapter 4. Numerical integration efficiency of the equation in 

this form will be compared with the results of a discretization based on the form 

-- - -----1 82 ip _ q (82 ip 3 8ip ) 
8Z2 -.5 8R2 R 8R . 

3.2 The Transverse Circulation Streamfunction Equation 

The analysis of the transverse circulation streamfunction equation parallels 

that of the equation for the tangential velocity potential function in the previous 

section, but with additional comments on the boundary conditions and a descrip-

tion of the quadratic form to be used for its nUIllerical solution. 
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3.2.1 Ellipticity 

As in section 3.1.1, the streamft.mction eqUiation (2.6.2) is elliptic if a:c-b2 > 

0, where a and c are the coefficients of the pure second order derivative terms and 

b is the coefficient of the mixed deriva . .tive term. 'Again, b = 0 and fqr nodzero R, 

q 
a= --, 

p I 

1 ( 2 OeI» 2 

c = -p 1 + RoRI 

Thus, (2.6.2) is elliptic as long as q > 0 and c =I 0, as with (2.6.1). 

3.2.2 Invertibility 

An analysis similar to that of sed ion 3.1.2 aids determination of the optimal 

discretization for the streamfunction E!quation. 'Write the equation ip the ,form 

_~ (..!L OR\!!) = ~ (~(1 2 OeI»20\!!) _ oQ 
oR pR oR oZ p + 1~ oR oZ oR 

I (3.2.1) 

and consider the operator on the left pand side, : 

(3.2.2) 

where 

2 q C\' =-, 
p 

D=fJ/fJR aqcl D* ::;= - ~ o~R. 

Mathematical analysis of this operatm will reveal the proper boundary cO~l(litions 

for the problem as well as verify its invertibility .• Let the domain of (lD* JDe 

rIle (C\' 0 )2 
dorn(nD*) = {\!! E L2: i

Q 
RoR(R\!!) RdR < co}. 
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Lemma 1: \lI = 0 at R = O. 

Proof: 

For \lI Edam (aD·), 

The second factor is bounded by some number .M, and as long as q / p is bounded 

away from zero, there exists some positive number m > 0 such that 0:
2 = q/ p 2: 7n. 

Thus, 

implying that R'I! is uniformly continuous and its limit as R tends to zero exists 

[5J. In fact, limu ..... o R'I! = OJ otherwise 'I! would not be an clement of L2. Letting 

hence 'I! (0) = O. § 

Lemma 2: Da2 D* is a self-adjoint operator. 

Proof: 

With the function a included in the calculations, this proof mimics that of 

Lemma 2, Section 3.2.2, and has been relegated to Appendix B. § 
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Corollary: aR\II laR = 0 at R, = Re. 

Proof: 

The proof of Lemma 2 asserts that any element h of the domain of Do: 

must satisfy h(Re) = 0 (see equation B.l). In particular, for \II E dom(Da 2 D*), 

aD* \II must be an element of dom( Ba) and 

Therefore the natural boundary condition at R = Rc for Da2 D* is , 

~)(R\Il2(R)= R . aR 'c O. l:I 

Recalling the definition of w* (4.4.161), this boundary condition suppresses vertical 

motion far from the center of the storm. Rewritten in the form 

it is called a. "boundary condition of the third kind" or a "Robin condition" [23]. 

We will use the latter, more aesthetic name. 

Define dom(D0:2 D*) as 

2 (Re / a 0'2 a(p\II)/2 a(R\II) 
{\II E L : io aR RETff- i RdR < 00, \II(O) = 0, aR (Rc) = O} 

and proceed as in section 3.1.2. 

Lemlna 3: D0:2 D* is a one-to·'one operator. 

Proof: 

Let \II E dom(D0: 2 D*). Then ;~olution of the homogeneous equation 

a 0:
2 a (R\II) 

--- =0 
aRR aR 
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implies 

Evaluation at 11, = Rc imposes Cl = O. Then R'l! = C2, and the condition at R = 0 

forces C2 = O. The only solution for the homogeneous problem is 'l! = 0; therefore 

D0:2 D* is one-tp-ode. 9 

Lemma 4: D0:2 D*, is an unbounded operator. 

Proof: 

As befor\'!, some sequence {'l! n} ~ dom( D0:2 D*) must satisfy the stipu-

lations IID0:2D*'l!nll < 00 but IID0:2D*'l!nll/ll'l!nll becomes unbounded as n in-

creases. This proof .emulates that of Lemma 3, section 3.1.2, with the sequence 

1 {n R' (n7rR') 'l!n = Rio 0:2 cos 2Rc dR' 

for odd positive integers n, and resides in Appendix B. 9 

Lemma 5: Do::2 D*i is closed on its domain. 

Lemma 6: IIDo:2 D* 'l! II 2:: (4m.j R~) 11'l! II for every 'l! E dorn.( D0:2 D*). 

Fact: D0:2 D* if; imb·tible. 

The proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 nearly duplicate those of Lemmas 4 and 5, sec-

tion 3.1.2, and (~re contained in Appendix B. The argument that the operator is 

invertible standfi ex"lctly as in section 3.1.2, using f3 = 4ml R~. 

The opcr'atol' D0:2 D* now awaits discretization. With the aid of the 

quadratic form described in the next section, the transverse circulation equation 

(3.2.1) yields llull1er~ical solutions. 
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3.2.3 Quadratic Forms 

In vector notation, the product II = X T Ax/2 is a pure quadratic form for 

any symmetric matrix A [63]. As an illustration, let x = (x, y) and 

Then x T Ax = ax2 +2bxy+ cy2 is a pure quadratic algebraic expression. Quadratic 

forms facilitate the conversion of such equations to systems, because the matrix A 

can be found by differentiating the quadratic form II, 

1 (T ) 1 ( ( T ) T) \7 xII = ? \7 x x Ax = - Ax + x A = Ax. 
~ 2 

Continuing the example, 

1 
\7x II = 2"\7x (ax2 + 2bxy + cy2) 

= ~ (2ax + 2by ) 
2 2bx + 2cy 

= =Ax (
a b)(X) 
bey . 

Also, if II > 0, then A is by definition positive definite [63]. 

The notation xTAx represents the vector inner product, and the statements 

above hold for more general inner products, particularly the integral form on L2 

employed here [28]. Minimizing IT('IJ) = t(Da2 D*'IJ, 'IJ) + (X, 'IJ), where 

(3.2.3) 

solves Da2 D*'IJ = -X for a fixed value of x. Note that X is a function of 'IJ; 

a relaxation process described in Chapter 4 allows X to vary, thus solving the 

boundary value problem (2.6.2). 
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Fact: 'l1 E dom( Da2 D*) minimizes IT if and only if Da2 D* 'l1 = -X. 

Proof: 

Suppose Da2 D*\J! = -X and ~ is any other element of dom(Da2 D*). Then 

fi(\J! + ~) - fi(\J!) 
12 - - - 12 

= "2(Da D*('l1 + 'l1), ('l1 + 'l1)) + (X, 'l1 + 'l1) - "2(Da D*'l1, 'l1) - (X, 'l1) 

- 1 - - -
= (Da2 D*\J!, 'l1) + 2(Da2 D*\J!, \J!) + (X, 'l1) 

2 - 1 - 2 
= (Da D*\J! + X, 'l1) + "2"aD*\J!11 

= ~llaD*~112 2: O. 

Now suppose that \J! minimizes II. The above calculation shows that for 

every ~ E dom(Da2 D*), 

Substituting -~ for ~, 

so that 

Let ~ 11 = 'l1 1/ n, where 'l11 is the first element of the sequence llsed in the proof of 

Lemma 4, section 3.2.2. Then ~1I E dom(Do:2 D*) and 

Thus, Da2 D* 'l1 + X must be zero. This completes the proof. 9 
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In chapter 4 we will differentiate a discretized form of IT, thereby obtaining 

a matrix representation of the operator Do:2 D* which is positive definite and 

invertible. 

3.3 The Potential Vorticity Equation 

In this section, analysis of the characteristics of the potential vortici ty equa-

tion determines when and where boundary conditions must be treated, and esti-

mation of a maximum growth rate for solutions of the equation will guide its 

discretization in Chapter 4. 

3.3.1 Characteristics 

Assuming that {JzQ/azziJ! is constant as a function of Z, T and q/p, the 

characteristics of the potential vorticity equation (2.6.3) arc given by 

az = p1O*qo exp ( azQ T) 
aT azziJ! azziJ!' 

where zero subscripts denote initial values. Note that the sign of aTz is the 

sign of 10*, implying that the sign of 10* determines the direction of information 

propagation. Boundary conditions need to be supplied "upwind." On the upper 

boundary 10* is zero, so that information is neither gathered nor released there; a 

boundary condition is Ilot necessary on Z = ZC' On the lower boundary, Z = 0, 

various functions of 10* will be imposed, and a boundary condition is necessary 

whenever 10* > O. This holds true as well for the potential temperature equation 

(2.6.4). 

The solution is exponential along the characteristics for this approximatioIl, 

( 
DzQ ) q = qo exp -a' IT. zz() 
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By assumption, the model atmosphere is stable so that f)zziJ! > 0; he~ce q/ p 

decays exponentially with time along characteristics emanating from region~ where 

the heating decreases vertically, and vice versa. Note that if 8Q/8Z = 0, q/p is 

constant along characteristics. 

3.3.2 Growth Rates 

Before discretizing (2.6.3), we estimate the maximum growth rp,te of solu-

tions of the continuous equation. Once this is accomplished, the eigenvalues of 

various discretizations can be compared with the estimated maximum growth rate 

to determine which discretization will perform most like the continuou,s equation, 

and an appropriate step size can be chosen. 

First linearize the equation, written in the form aTY + wyaZY = Ay,i where 

y = q/ p, w = pw* /azziJ! and A = azQ/azziJ!. Let y = fj + y', where fj s~ltisfies 

the equation and y' is small. Then 

afj ay' _ _ , af; ay' _, 
aT + aT + w(y + y )( az + az) = A(y + y ), 

ay' __ ay' _, a _ _, ay' , 
aT + wy az + wy az y + wy az = Ay , 

and to first order, 

ay' __ ay' _, af; , - + wy- + wy - = Ay 
aT az az . 

Multiply the equation by y' and integrate, 

Integrating the second term by parts, 

__ y _ _,2 ,.2 _ Y _ w 1 l Ze a,2 liZe (8- a- ') :2 0 wy az dZ = -W(O)y(O)y (0) -:2 0 y w az + y az" dZ" 
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and 

2 _ 2 ,2 Y _ W ,2 1 a 
i

z. liZ. (a- a-) i Z. "2 aT 0 y' dZ - w(O)y(O)y' (0) +"2 0 y Waz - y az dZ = 0 Ay dZ. 

Assuming W = 0 on Z = 0 so that the boundary term disappears and 

writing 

the equation becomes 

1 a12 i Ze
,2 llZe

,2 (_ af) _ Ow) --= Ay dZ-- y w--y- dZ. 
2 aT 0 2 0 az az 

Thus 
a12 

( _Ow _af)) 2 aT ::; max 2A + y az - W az I, 

2 [( _ Ow af) )] , I (T) ::; exp T max 2A + y az - waz 12(0), 

[
T ( _ow ay)] 11(T)1 ::; exp 2 max 2A + y az - waz 11(0)1· 

Therefore the growth rate for the linearized equation is bounded above by 

- max ') A + y- - w-1 ( Ow af)) 
2 ~ az az 

for the case W = 0 on Z = O. 
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NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS 
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This chapter describes the numerical methods used to solve the nondimen

sional model (2.6.1) - (2.6.4), including explanations of the grid, discretizations, 

and numerical schemes employed for each set of equations and boundary condi

tions. 

4.1 The Domain and Grid 

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the domain [0, ReJ x [0, ZeJ is discretized into 

a rectangular grid by setting 

Ri = (i - nl'b + ~)~R, i = nrb, nl'b + 1, ... , nrc, 

Zj = (j - nzb)~Z, j = nzb, nzb + 1, ... , nzc, 

where nl'b, nrc, nzb and nze are the indices of the left, right, bottom and top edges 

of the grid, respectively, and ~R = ReI( nl'c-nl'b+ t). Here, Znzb = 0, Znzc = Zc, 

and R nre = Re. At the left edge RIlT'b = ~~R, horizontally offsetting the grid 

from R = 0 by one-half of a grid spacing. A gridpoint is unnecessary at R = 0 

because symmetry about that axis implies Neumann boundary conditions there. 

As shown in Lemma 1 of section 3.2.2, the transverse circulation streamfunction 

\II satisfies a Dirichlet condition at R = 0, but this is easily implemented using 

extra gridpoints outside the domain. 

A ring of "fictitious points" surrounding the grid simplifies numerical differ

entiation along the boundaries. Values of the field variables at the fictitious points 

are generally set by direct use of the boundary conditions or by extrapolation. 
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For example, a Neumann condition at a boundary is symmetric; hnz{I-I = hnzb+l 

approximates fJh/fJZ = 0 on Z = 0 for the variable h. The Dirichlet condition 

h = 0 on R = 0 is implemented by linear extrapolation as hnrb - l = -hnrb, an 

O( !:lR2) approximation. 

nze+l • • • • 
nze • 

: : : : : I 
• 

• 

I 

• 

• • 
nzb • • nzb-l • • 

nrb-l nrb nre nre+l 

Figure 4.1. Discretization of the domain into a grid, with fictitious points. 

When a boundary condition is unavailable, a quadratic polynomial ex-

trapolates the field variable to the fictitious points. To derive the formula, let 

{:Z:l, X2, :Z:3, x.d be four equally spaced gridpoints, where the function h is known 

on Xl, X2 and X3 and the value of h is to be determined at the fictitious point :Z:.\. 

vVrite h as 

2 ( 3) h(x)=a(x-x.t) +b(x-:Z:-t)+c+O !:lJ: . 

Then assuming :Z:.\ < X3 < X2 < Xl, 

hI = h(Xl) = 9a!:lx2 + 3b!:lx + c, 

ILl = c, 
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and 

(4.1.1) 

(4.1.2) 

The desired formula for h(X4) arises by adding (4.1.1) to three times (4.1.2) and 

dividing by 2, 

(4.1.3) 

Thus, (4.1.3) yields a third order approximation of the value of the variable h at 

the fictitious point X4, given its values at the three interior points Xl, X2 and :I::l. 

Second order differential operators require third order accuracy at. the fic-

titious points. Suppose that hi+l appoximates the value of h to order k c.t'~ the 

fictitious point Xi+l, hi+l = h(Xi+d + O(~xk), and that hi and hi-l are known 

exactly. Then 

Thus, if k = 2 then the error in the second derivative of h is order one; k mUilt be 

at least 3. 

4.2 The Tangential Velocity Potential Function 

The boundary value problem (2.6.1) is solved with a successive line overre-

laxation (SLOR) method. A multiple grid method obtains approximate solutions, 

starting on a coarse grid. This solution is interpolated to a finer grid and used 

as an inital approximation for the SLOR iteration. Relaxation sweeps thrpugh 
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the domain alternate directions, 'Using two different discretizations of the equa

tion. This section details the dis(.~retizatiomi used as well as the initialization of 

the problem and interpolation between grids, 

4.2.1 Boundary Conditions ar~d Initialization 

As mentioned above, the symmetric boundary condition at R = 0 is imple

mented by imposing <I>nrb-l,i = cftnrb,i' The atmosphere assumes a basic resting 

state far from the center of the storm; in particular at R = Rc the relative vor

ticity is zero, implying that the a.bsolute vorticity equals the planetary vorticity 

and the mass-weighted potential vorticity equals the square of the Brunt-VaisaHi 

frequency (see (2.1.2)). Thus the qondimensional potential vorticity q == 1 and the 

Dirichlet boundary condition at R = Rc becomes <I> = Z2/2, or <I>lIT'C,i = ZJ /2. 

Setting <I>nrc+l,i = 3<I>TlT'C,i - 3<I> nrl!-l,i + <I>nrc-2,i extrapolates the iterates to the 

fictitious points along the outer boundary. 

The hydrostatic equation 8iI> / 8Z = () cbmprises the conditions on the upper 

and lower boundaries. In discrete form, this 1_~l'Ovides a third order ~1pproximation 

to <I> on the fictitious points, 

<I>i,lI"b-l =; <I>i,lI"b+l -- 2flZ()i,lI"b, 

<I>i,lI"c+l =.: <I>i,lI"c-l + 2flZ()i,lI"c' 

The equation is integrated from the ambient state; that is, <I> = Z2/2 ini

tially. Distributions of the density .and potenqal vorticity must also be supplied on 

the domain, as well as the potentic~l temperature along the horizontal boundaries. 

Details of these distributions will be suppliedl in Chapter 5. 
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4.2.2 Discretization 

Standard second order centered differences are used to discretize the equa-

tion for the tangential velocity potential function <I>, written in the two forms 

and 

where 

-- - -----1 82<I> _ q (8
2

<I> 3 8<I> ) 
8Z2 - S 8R2 R 8R ' 

( 
2 8<I» 2 

S = 1 +-
R8R 

Denoting the iteration parameter with k, discretize (4.2.1) as 

( 4.2.1) 

(4.2.2) 

1+1/2 I+I,J IJ 1-1/2 IJ I-I,J 2s ij (k+l) 

[

R' (<I>~k+l) - <I>~~+1)) - fl. (<I>~~+I) - <I>~HI)) 1 (k) 
+ <I> .. 

Rib.R2 b.Z2(J~~) IJ 
1lJ 

(k) 
-2 (k) (k») Sij (k) (HI)) 

= R.b.R <I>i+I,j - <I>i-I,j + b.Z2 (k) <I>i,}+1 + <I>i,}-I -1, 
I qij 

( 4.2.3) 

which has errors O(b.R2) + O(b.Z2). In vector notation, (4.2.3) appears for each 

j as ACI) = RHS, where A is the tridiagonal matrix 

.4i = (0 0 R;_1/2 R;+ll2+ R ;-1/2 + ~ _ R;+ll?, 0 0) - R;tH(~ R;flR2 flZ '1;j ll; fl n- ... 

= (0 0 R;-Il~ 2 28;' _1l;+ll; 0 0), R;fln flll2 + flZ2~/;j U;flR 

i = nrb + 1, ... , nre - 1, 

o 0) , 

Alire = (0 o 1), 
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and 

, -2 ( ) 8ij ( ) 
RHSj = RJ::d~ <1>i+l,j - <1>i-l,j + ~Z2qij <I>i,j+l + <I>i,j-l -1, 

i = nl'b, ... , nl'e - 1, 

Z2 
RH '" - } ... /nrc - 2' 

Inclqding the <1>ij term from the discretization of the second order Z deriva-

tive op the teft-hand side ensures that the coefficicnt matrix A is diagonally dom-

inant: for i = nl'b + 1, ... , nre - 1, 

A A 'I 1- ~ ~ ~ I} A 

I

-R'+1/2- R 'I/21 I? II? ?s" 1 I i,/-l + i,I+11 = Ri~R2 = ~R2 ~ ~R2 + ~Z2qij = I ill 

for e<wh j, since s is nonnegative and q > 0 (section 3.1.1). The matrix equation 

is therefore solvable without pivoting [10J. 

Eqm:~tion (4.2.3) is solved by successive overrclaxation on lines in R. That 

is, giv~n a value of j (Z), (4.2.3) is solved on all of the i gridpoints, i.e., along a 

line in, thc R direction. The process is then repeated for the next value of j. The 

"sWecl)S" tblTough the domain alternate in direction, from the surface Z = 0 to 

the top of title domain Z = Zc, and vice versa, from the top to the surface. 

Similarly, for relaxation on lines in Z, discretize (4.2.2) as 

<1>~k+JI) _ ?<1>(~+I) + <1>\k,+1) 
1,}+1 ~ I} 1,]-1 

(I.) 
qij_ 

(A:) 
8 .. 

I} 

.6.Z2 

[ 

(k) (k) 
<1>'+1 ,+ <1>'_1 ' 1 ,} I,J 

~R2 
( 4.2.4) 



In this case, errors are again O(b.R2) + O(b.Z2), and for each i 

Aj = (0 o 

j = nzb + 1, ... , nze - 1, 

Anzc = (0 o 2 
- AZ2 

o 

o 0) , 

RHSj = qij [<I>i+l,j+<I>i-l,j _ 3(<I>i+l,j-<I>i-l,j) -1-1, 
Sij b.R2 2Rd~.R _. 

j = nzb + 1, ... , nzc - 1, 

0), 

RHS - qi,n::b [<I>i+l,nzb + <I>i-l,nzb _ 3 (<I>i+l,lIZb - <I>i--l,lIZb) -1]· 
lI::b - 2 ': 

Si,lI::b b.R 2Rib.R 
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RHS - qi,n::e [<I>i+l,nze + <I>i-l,lIze _ 3 (<I>i+l,nzc - <I>i--l,n::e) -lJ + 28;,1I::C 
nzc - 2 '.. 

Si,nzc b.R 2Rib.R I b.Z 

Again because q / S > 0, the matrix operator on the left-hand side !of (4.2.4) is 

diagonally dominant and is therefore invertible. As all discretization!:; are second 

order accurate, the method is consistent. 

4.2.3 The Numerical Method 

Numerical experiments show that the nonlinear clH~racter of the equation 

requires iteration to convergence 011 each line (row or column), before advancing 

to the next line. An iteration k = ko follows the procedure: 

1. Choose a direction to sweep through the domain. For example, solve OIl 

lines in Z (columns), moving from right to left. In this case, the solution 

<I>ure is already known on the R = Rc boundary; aq approximate solution 

<i> is first determined on the line io ::::= nrc - 1, j = Hzb, ... , nzc. 

2. Update the fictitious points at the two ends of the line (j = 1,nb - 1 and 

j = nzc + 1 for lines in Z). 
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3. Using known values of p and q and calculating s and the right-hand side 

from <I> at the last iteration (or initialization), invert the tridiagonal matrix 

operator (of (4.2.4) in this example) to find an approximate solution <I>io,j' 

4. Relax the calculated solution along the lina: 

where w is the relaxation pararqeter and the zero supcrscript is a subitera

tion parameter explained in the next step. I 

5. Update the two boundaries at the line endpoints and check the residual 

along that line. If the residual is sufficicllltly small, advancc to the next 

line ('to = mc - 2); if not, recalculate s alorlg the line using thc new values 

<I>(ko ,0) and repeat steps 3 and 4. At the nth iteration along the linc, the 

approximate solution relaxes with 

6. Continue this process until the domain has been traversed. Updatc all 

fictitious points and check the residual across the entire domain. If the 

residual is not within the dcsired tolerancc,1 repeat the proccss. 

In practice, the domain is swept four times before a new iteration I. = 1.0 + 1 

begins. Sweeps in all four directions or any combination can thus be employed in 

a single iteration. 

A multiple grid procedure impr'oves the mrerall convergence rate: rather 

than iterating only on a finely resolveq grid from the initial statc, the numerical 

solution <I> of (2.6.1) is first dctcrmirwd on a coarsc grid, interpolated to new 
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gridpoints betwixt those of the coarse grid, then relaxed to convergence again. 

By numerical experimentation, we determined that a fourth order interpolant was 

rr~ore effective than a bilinear second order interpolant. 

To derive the fourth ord€!r interpolant, use averaged values of neighboring 

g~:idpoiints, 

Thus, 

( 4.2.5) 

Similarly, 

+ lli,i+l + Ui,i,-l t + O(6.y'). 
2 

(4.2.6 ) 

A veraging 1l~? and ll~F yields 
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Equations (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) determine the interpolated values of <J? at points 

centered between the coarse grid points along rows and columns, and (4.2.7) is 

used at the coarse grid cell centers. 

This interpolation yields an approximate solution <J? on a grid with twice the 

resolution; the iteration procedure described above then produces a more accurate 

solution on that grid. This process continues until <J? is known at the desired 

accuracy and resolution. 

4.2.4 Tests 

Successful integration of two basic test problems verify the numerical dis-

cretizations and tridiagonal solver: 

1. 2. 

<J? (0, Z) = 0, <I> (R,O) = 0, 

With the relaxation parameter w set to one, the code produces the solution q, = Rc 

in exactly one iteration from an arbitrary initial condition. Initializing q, with the 

solution itself checks the residual calculation. A test for the Neumann boundary 

condition at R = ° and a nonzero right hand side is 

the solution of which is 

D2q, 
-=1 
DR2 ' 
Dq, 
DR (0, Z) = 0, 

q, (Rc, Z) = 0, 
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Other tests check various pie(~es of the numerics; the final, definitive test reproduces 

the results of Thorpe [69] alld wi III be discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.3 The Transverse Circl.Iiatian Streamfunction 

The boundary value problem (2.6.2) is also solved with a successive line 

overrelaxation method, on the fine grid. While a multiple grid method such as 

that used for (2.6.1) would il1creMe the efficiency of this portion of the numerical 

model [9], the iteration converges Irelatively quickly on the fine grid in this linear 

case. Relaxation occurs only on lines in R, although sweeps through the domain 

may still alternate vertically. This section details the method of discretization and 

subsequent numerical solutiqn. 

4.3.1 Boundary Conditio,ls allld Initialization 

At R = 0, ~(o) = 0 irnplies! that ~nl'b-l = -~nl'b + 0 (6.R
2

). Then 

(4.3.1) 

since Rnrb-l = -Rnrb. 

Either Dirichlet or Robin c(~nditions may be imposed at R = Re; if ~1I"f. = 

0, then ~ 7IJ'c+I = - ~ nrc-I. The discretization 

approximates the Robin conditioI1iD(R~)/DR = 0 on R = Re. 

At the top of the dom(~in the vertical velocity is assumed to be zero; ~ 7l:e = 

o suffices to impose that constraintl. Similarly, if the vertical velocity is zero at the 

surface, ~ lI:b = o. Other surface distributions of ~ will be discussed. 
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The streamfunction is initialized with an analytical function satisfying the 

boundary conditions. If Dirichlet conditions are imposed on all of the boundaries, 

'lJ = 0 initially. Given the Robin condition on R = Re and Dirichlet conditions on 

the other three boundaries, 'lJ is initialized with 

'lJ(R, Z) = Z(Z - Zc) [cos (2;~) - 1] . 

4.3.2 Discretization 

Recalling the quadratic form IT of Chapter 3, section 3.2.3, the minimizing 

function 'lJ of 

IT('lJ) = ~ (Re [a: EJ(RlI!)] 2 RdR + {Re XlI! RdR 
2 io R EJR io 

solves (2.6.2). Thus, to produce a discrete approximation of the equation (2.6.2) 

at each gridpoint, piecewise linear approximations of the integrands will be ana-

lytically integrated over [0, Rc], then difFerentiated with respect to the discretized 

streamfunction. 

For notational convenience, let H = XlI!, and let Hi dcnote the piecewise 

lincar approximation to H on the interval [i, i + 1], as illustrated in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2. Piecewise linear approximation for H = XlI!. 
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Then 

and 

To simplify this expression, note that 

~R 
R lI l'b = 2' 

Thus 



nrc-1 [R2 R R R2 R (R R )] + L (Hi+1 - Hi) i+1 + .i
3 

i+1 + i _ ·i i+; + . ·i 
i=nrb 

2 nrc-l 

= HnrbflR + '"' Hi+l (?R~ _ R·R- - R~) 
12 .~ 6 ~ 1+1 1 1+1 1 

l=nrb 

flR2 
= X1I1"b'ljJnrb~ 

nl'C-l flR 
+ L G [Xi+1 Wi+l( 2Ri+l + Ri) + XiWi(R i+1 + 2Ri)]. 

i=lIrb 

The two terms in the sum can be combined, producing 

{Re [flR2 flR ] io HRdR ~ XJI1"b Wnrb 12 + G (2R nrb + RJIJ"b+t) 

nT"c-l flR 
+ L GXi\]ij(Ri-1 + 4Ri + Ri+l) 

i=nrb+l 
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( 4.3.2) 

The fJ in the last term depends on which condition is specified at the far 

boundary; define 

fJ = {I for the Robin boundary condition at R = Rc, 
o for the Dirichlet boundary condition at R = Re. 

(4.3.3 ) 

This factor's import will become apparent upon differentiation of this expression. 

Next, let 
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and denote the piecewiEie linear approximation to G on the iI.lterval [i - ~,i + ~ 1 

by Gi I as in Figtire 4.3 . 

.----r----rj-.-y-.-r----r---r---r---r---.---rj'-... - -,---,---, 

Figure 4.3. Piecewise linear approximation for G. I 

At R~O, 

1 vc::::--' - . 1 D( R\J!) . ( \J! D\J!I) 
---- (:r 11rb-l/2 = hm R DR = hm R + Dnl, 0:/110bo-l/2 R-.O R-O,·, 

-1' ')D\J! ,,-,2(\J!/1rb-\J!11,.b.-J)! 
- nl!!}o ~ DR "-' f::.R· . 

by (4.3.1); 

(' _ (40:11rb_l/2\J!"rb)2 
:r"1'b-l/2 - f::.R 

Either Robin or', Dirich.let boundary conditions will be used. at R 

D(R\J!)jDR = 0 at R = Re th~n Gnloe = O. However, if \J!(Re) F.= 0 then 

1 r;:;-' _ D\J! 
--v G/11'e - DR(Re) 
0: /1 1'e 

\J! II 1'c+ 1 - \J! II 1'c -I 

~ 2f::.R 

G _ (o:",OC \J! 1110e-l) 2 
T"rc - f::.R 

\J! ",oC-J . 
f::.R- , 



Thus 

Note that 

G
nre 

=: (1 _ 8) (a nre 'l1 nrc-I) 2 
b"R 

2 
a7lrc-ll/2 [() )]2 

G7!T,C-l/2: = W-b"R2 8 R'l1 nrc - (R'l1 nre-l . 
nre-I/2 

The piecewise linc:ar approxima,tion.s G of G are 

for each i = m'b, ... , nrc - 1, 

Now, 

, (i+l/2- i-I/2 (R2 R2) 
+ Git1 / 2 ') 

'- ~ 

G 
Rn7'e '.- R II7'e- I / 2 

(

2 :2 ) 
+ nre - I /:2 . 2 

(
2 2) (2 2 ' 

+ G Ri+II/2 - R i '- 1/21 + G' R lIrc - RIII'C-l/2) 
i+l/2 . 2 . i T II1'e-I/2 2 
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This expression simplifies by factoring the form 

(Re [0: 8(R(J!)] 2 nrc-l tlR 
in R 8R RdR ~ .L -T(Gi+1/ 2 - Gi-l/2)(Ri+1/ 2 + 2Ri- I / 2) 

o I=nrb 
Gi+1/ 2tlR Gnrc-l/2tlR + 2 (Ri+1 / 2 + Ri- 1 / 2) + 4 (Rnre + R nrc -"l/2) 

+ ~:(Gnrc - Gnre-l/2)(Rllrc-l/2 + 2R1I7•c) 

nrc-l tlR 
L TGi+l/2(2Ri+l/2 + Ri- 1/ 2) 

i=nrb 

tlR tlR 
+ TGi-l/2(Ri+l/2 + 2Ri- 1 / 2) + 12 Gnrc(2Rnrc + Rnrc-ln) 

+ ~:Gnrc-l/2(Rnrc + 2Rnl'e-l/2)' 

This expression further simplifies by rewriting the sum: 

{Re [0: 8(R(J!)] 2 
nre-2 tlR 

io R 8R RdR ~ i~b T Gi+l/2 (Ri+3/ 2 + 4Ri+J/2 + Ri- 1/ 2) 

tlR ~R, ? + TGnrb-l/2Rllrb+l/2 + 12 Gnl'c(~RIII"C + Rllrc-l/2) 

+ ~:Gnrc-l/2(RIII"C + 6Rllrc-l/2 + 2Rllrc-3/2)' 

Substituting for G, 

{Re [0: 8(R(J!)]
2 

io R 8R RdR 
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where 0 as defined in (4.3.3) again accomodates either choice of boupdary concli-

tions at R = Re. 

The discrete form of fr('l1) is given by this result and (4.3.2), 

nrc-l tlR 
+ L 6Xi'l1i(Ri+l + 4Ri + Ri-r) 

i=111'b+l 

tlR + 06XlIrc'l1111'c(2Rnrc + R llrc - 1). 

Minimizing the discretized form of fr produces a discrete form of the cqpatioll 

(2.6.2), as follows. 
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For nrb + 1 :::; I :::; nre - 2, terms containing WI are 

Differentiating with respect to WI, 

Thus for each m'b + 1 :::; 1 :::; nre - 2, set fJTt/ fJw I to produce the discrete equation: 

_ = _ (R I- 1/2 + 4RI+1/2 + RI+3 / 2) RICt:;+1/2 [(Rw) _ (Rw) ] 
XI R 4R R 2 2 - 1+1 I -1-1 + 1+ 1+1 Rl+l/2b.R 

R 2 
+ (RI- 3

/
2 + 4RI- 1

/
2 + RI+1/2) 2 ICt: I_1/2 

2 [(Rw)1 - (RW)/_I]' 
RI-l + 4RI + RI+1 RI_1/2b.R 

An analogous procedure producing discrete equations for the special cases 



l = m'b, nre - 1, and nre occupies Appendix C. The re13ulting equations are 

-Xnrb = 
16a2 a 2 

nrb-l/2 '11 nrb+l/2 (3'11 '11) 
3b.R2 nrb - 2b.R2 nrb+l - nrb, 

-(2Rnre-3/2 + Rnrc)Rm'c-la;rc_l/2 
-Xnrc-l = ( R R )R2 . AR2 

2 R nre- 2 + 4 nre-l + nrc nre-l/fu 

.[6(RW)nrc - (RW)nre_l] 

(Rnre-5/2 + 4Rnrb-3/2 + Rnre-l/2)Rnrc-l a;lre-3/2 
+ ·22 

(Rnre - 2 + 4Rnrc - 1 + Rnrc)RnrC_3/2~R 
·[(RW)nrc-l - (RW)nrc-2] 

+ (1 _ 6) (2Rnre + Rnre-l/2)a;lrc \{Jnre-1
2

, I 

2(Rnrc- 2 + 4Rnrc- 1 + Rnre)b.R 

/ _ (2Rnrc-3/2 + 6Rnre-l/2 + Rnrc)Rnrea;rc_l/2 I 

-Xnre - . 2 
/ 2(2Rnrc + Rnre-dR;"C_l/2b.R 

·[(Rw) (R\I!) ] for th.e Robin condition. nrc - n,'c-l 
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Given the Dirichlet condition '11 nrc = 0, no equation needs to be solved along 

R=Rc. 

4.3.3 The Numerical Method 

The function X contains the variable '11 (see equation (3 .. 2.3)), but was 

considered constant throughout these calculations; the quadratic form minimiza-

tion actually only solves the equation for a given constant X. The solution '11 for 

(2.6.2) is determined through an iterative process, computing X :with the latest 

iterate W(k) , then solving the discrete equations above for the next iterate, \I!(k+1). 

The numerical procedure follows that of section 4.2.3, excapt that an ap-

proximate solution is computed only once on each line, ~lllcl relaxalcion along lines 

in Z is not implemented. 
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4.3.4 Tests 

Setting s = 0, q = p = 1 and using a series of expressions for Q, the 

numerical discretization and tridiagonal solver for the transverse streamfunction 

equation is verified. The tests include solution of 

EJ2'l1 fJQ 
fJR2 = fJR' 

'lI(O, Z) = 0, 

fJR'lI 
fJR (Rc, Z) = ° 

for Q = 1, Rand R2. With the relaxation factor w = 1, the solutions are obtained 

in exactly one iteration. The final test including the vertical dependence of 'lI 

reproduces the results of Ciesielski, et at. [9], and is discussed in Chapter 5. 

4.4 The Potential Vorticity 

4.4.1 The Numerical Method 

The potential vorticity equation (2.6.3) is solved using a fourth order Runge 

Kutta scheme. If YT = !(y), then the method can be written as follows: 

where iii = !(y(n»)/2, li2 = !(y(lI) + 6.TliJ)/2, li3 = !(y(lI) + 6.Tli2)/2, and 

Ii.! = !(y(lI) + 26.Tli3)/2. If !(y) = By and B is any linear operator, then 
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and AB represents an eigenvalue of B. This allows polynomial growth. For stabil-

ity, G must not be larger than one for any AB. However, for the potential vorticity 

equation there are modes that grow exponentially, as discussed in sectio.n 3.3.2. 

Choosing b.T such that 

allows the numerical solution to have growth rates comparable to those in (2.6.$). 

We choose to discretize the nonlinear term in (2.6.3) using upwind differ-

encing where, if wy is positive, 

and if wy is negative, then 

Yj - Yj-l 
(yyz)j ~ Yj b.Z ' 

( )
....., Yj+l - Yi 

YYz i ....., Yi b.Z . 

This discretization is preferable because it only requires information "upwind" in 

the sense of information propagation along characteristics. 

4.4.2 Tests 

Two tests verify the numerical timcstcpping procedure. First sct p = 1, 

azz<I> = 1 Q - 0 w - ') o(R 0) - ewT and solve ~ , . -, - --, '.I. , - ., 

aq aq 
aT +w az = o. 

The solution in this case is q = ewT- Z . The second test reproduces the evplution 

of thc vortex given in Schubert and Alworth [53] and is discussed in Chapter 5.1 
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4.5 The Potential Temperature 

The potential temperature equation (2.6.4) is integrated along the upper 

and lower boundaries using the fourth order Runge Kutta method described in 

section 4.4.1. Written in the form 

of) Q * aT = - w q, 

spatial differencing is unnecessary, and integration is straightforward using the 

most recent data for Q, w* and q. 
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This chapter explores the response and evolution of the balanced vortex 

to given potential vorticity distributions, heating panuneterizations 1 andi surface 

conditions. The results of computational experiments illustrate the ability of the 

model to simulate dynamical features of tropical cyclones described in the Intro

duction. These experiments also reveal important dynamical relationships among 

potential vorticity, potential temperature, wind fields, condensational heating, and 

surface friction. 

vVe begin by verifying known results for each of the three prima.ry equations 

of the model, the potential function equation (2.6.1), the streamfunction dquation 

(2.6.2) and the potential vorticity equation (2.6.3). Descriptions of tJlCse experi

ments illustrate the types of results to be expected and provide intuitioll for the 

dynamics accessible in this model. The experiments described in this chaplter rep

resent the first time-dependent study performed with the model equations (2.6.1)

(2.6.4). The transverse circulation equation was simplified to a constant-coefficient 

equation in previously published results; here the equation retains vflriable coef

ficients. We also compare the evolution of potential vorticity to re~;ultsl from a 

related model. Although that model also uses the potential vorticity invettibility 

principle, it is posed in different dependent variables with potential temperature 

as the height coordinate. The variables used here are more intuitive. 
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In preparation for the numerical experiments, detailed development and 

analyses of the heating function, potential vorticity distribution, and surface 

boundary conditions ensue. The heating function takes two disti{lct forms, I a 

nonevolving, specified function of the spatial variables and a dynami(:ally varying 

function of the dependent variables q and w*. This parameterizati011 for the dy

namic heating function has not previously been applied to the Elias~;en balanc(~d 

vortex model of a tropical cyclone, written in terms of the potent;ial vorticity 

invertibility principle. 

Initializations for the potential vorticity and potential temperature dis

tributions are based on a study of midlatitude mesocyclone development [50]; 

we investigate the balanced vortex response of a tropical disturbaIH.:e to similar 

anomalies of potential vorticity and temperature. The tropical envirqnment lacks 

the vertical shear present in the midlatitllde mesocyclone study, in~tead relying 

on convergence of air over the ocean surface for lifting and release of conditional 

instability. Three different boundary conditions at Z = 0 vary the drculation: a 

homogeneous condition, frictionally induced vertical motion due to gradient flmv, 

and Ekman pumping. 

The results we obtain usmg the specified heating function lmve several 

features observed in tropical cyclones, including a warm temperature anomaly at 

the center of the storm, tangential flow about the eye, the transverse circulatioI1l, 

and increasing potential vorticity in lower regions of the tI'Opospher~. However, 

neither of the surface conditions used with the dynamic heating function pr()vid(~s 

sufficient forcing for amplification of the initial vortex. 
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5.1 Comparison With Known Results 

5.1.1 The Balanced Vortex 

Thorpe examined the response of the balanced vortex of (2.6.1) to specified 

variations in the potential vorticity field and to given potential temperature dis-

tributions on the upper and lower boundaries [69]. Given the same distributions, 

this numerical scheme qualitatively reproduces his results in the troposphere, with 

and without spatial variations in q. 

Thorpe uses two different distributions of the potential vorticity, a uniform 

field q == 1 and a function varying with both height and radius, 

qo . (7r'Z) q(R,Z) = 1 + 2 sm -Z ' 
(1 + 4R2) c 

(5.1.1) 

where qo is a given constant. The potential temperature distribution along the 

horizontal boundaries takes one of three forms, (1) constant along each boundary, 

(2) constant along Z = Zc and satisfying 

(5.1.:2) 

at the surface, or (3) varying radially along both surfaces as in (2) with 11 constant. 

vertical gradient, 

(} (R, Zc) = (} (R, 0) + Ze. 

Thorpe solved (2.6.1) in the domain [0, Re] x [0, Zt] = [0,3] x [0,1] on it 

50 x 40 grid. The grid contained the origin R = a and thus required application 

of L'Hopital's Rule to obtain an equation for <I> along that boundary. Figures 

5.1-5.4 are produced with the present model on a 51 x 35 grid, offset from R = 
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o by one half grid spacing. Thorpe's numerical technique involved increasing 

the horizontal temperature gradient along the upper and lower boundaries in a 

successive overrelaxation scheme. In constrast, the calculations presented here use 

the multiple grid procedure described in section 4.2. 

The results shown in Figure 5.1 reproduce Thorpe's Figure 1. Note that the 

left boundary shown here does not lie at R = 0, but rather at ~L.lR. The potential 

vorticity field is uniform and the potential temperature distribution satisfies case 

(3) albove. As Thorpe remarks, the maximum tangential velocity is small, and 

there is an upper-tropospheric anticyclone. The vortex has a warm core with an 

excess potential temperature 12]( above the environmental temperature. 

Figure 5.2 shows the vortex structure given uniform potential vorticity and 

constant potential temperature along the top boundary (case 2), as in Thorpe's 

Figure 2. Again, the potential temperature at the surface is 12]( warmer in the 

eye than in the environment. The upper anticyclone has disappeared and the 

tangential wind maximum has increased. 

Figure 5.3 shows the results for variations in q (qo = 5) and constant () on 

both boundaries, () (R, 0) = 0 and () (R, Zc) = Zc corresponding to dimensional 

values of 300]( and 330](, respectively. The potential vorticity distribution re

flects both higher vorticity ( ncar the center of the storm, due to the highly curved 

flow and wind shear, and the increased vertical temperature gradient in the eye. 

In agreement with Thorpe's Figure 4, the static stability is higher in the region of 

maximum potential vorticity than Ileal' the upper and lower boundaries. 
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The combined effectl'l of horizontal variations of () (case 3) and varying q 

(qo = 10) are shown in Figure 5.4 for comparison with Thorpe's Figure 5. The 

maximum tangential wind is 30ms-1 j, as observed in tropical cyclones. 
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Figure 5.1 The balanced vortex response to a uniform potential, vortici ty field anel 
imposed warm potential terl1perature anomalies at the surfc,lce ahel tropopause. (a) 
The potential temperature (~, measured in degrees J( (dashed) and the tangential 
velocity v in ms-1 (solid), (b) the potential function <P, llc,mclimensional. Vertical 
axes are height Z. This calculation required 149 iteratiollfi to l:educe the residual 
error to 10-<1, using a relax(,ttion factdr w = 1.2. Following Thorpe [69], Figure 1. 
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Figure 5.2. The balanced vortex response to a uniform potential vorticity field 
and a warm potential temperature anomaly at the surface. () is constant at the 
tropopause. (a) The potential temperature (), measured in degrees J( (dashed) 
and the tangential velocity v in ms- 1 (solid), (b) the potential function <1>, nondi
mensional. 274 iterations reduced the residual error to 10-.1, using a relaxation 
factor w = 1.2. Following Thorpe [u!)), Figure 2. 
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Figure 5.3 The balanced vortex response to uniform potential temperature distri
butions at the horizontal boundaries and the potential vorticity distribution qhOWIl 

in (b). (a) The potential temperature a, measured in degrees J{ (dashed) aqd the 
tangential velocity v in ms- l (solid), (b) The nondimensional potential function <I> 

(dashed) and potential vorticity q (solid). This calculat~on required 286 iterations 
with w = 1.2. Following Thorpe [69], Figure 4. 
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Figure 5.4 The balanced vortex response to spatially varying distributions of both 
potential temperature and potential vorticity. (a) The potential tcmpcrat,urc e, 
measured in degrees J( (dashed) and the tangential veloci ty II in ms -I (solicll), 
(b) The nondimensional potential function <I> (da:,hed) and potential vortlcityl q 
(solid). This cal(tUlation required 295 iterations wi,th c.u = 1.2. Following Thoql)(' 
[69], Figure 5. 

Regarding cases without a stratosphere, Thorpe concludes that a large teIH-

peratlll'e variatioh between the eye and thc enviropmcllt is necessary to produce 

a circulation of tropical cyclone intensity, given unifo,rm potcntial vorticit,y dis-

tributions (Figurl:s 5.1, 5.2). Radially decreasing potential vorticity distributions 
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also produce cyclonic circulations (Figure 5.3), and combination of the two effects 

yields a realistic vortex structure (Figure 5.4). 

Experimentation with numerical discretizations for this equation indicate 

that relaxation only along lines in Z is more efficient than along lines in R or any 

combination. All of the solutions <l> for experiments described in section 5.5 were 

relaxed along lines in Z. Small differences between the potential function fields 

shown here and in Thorpe's work, particularly near the origin, result in more 

significant differences in the corresponding tangential velocity fields. Solutions 

computated on finer grids or under a more stringent tderance for the residual 

error showed no change. 

5.1.2 The Transverse Circulation 

This section describes a set of known numerical results for the transverse 

circulation, further verifying this portion of the numerical model and illustrating 

the typical response of the vortex to an imposed heating. 

Ciesielski, et al. [9], employ the heating 

where 

_ (.~) 1/2 IT 
A- - -, 

q Zc 

to solve the streamfunction equation in the domain [0, Rcl x [0, Zcl = [0,960 km 1 x 

[0,16 kml (all quantities in this subsection are dimensional). Parameter values 

are q = 1.3 x 1O-4 m3 s- 2 kg- l
, s = 2.3 x 1O-9 rn 3 s-2 kg- 1 , 0' = 3.3 x lO-('m- l , 

Qo = 6.3 X 10-5 ](5.-1 , P = 1.1kgm-3 , Bo = 300](, and 9 = 9.81nl.,-1 (private 
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communication,1994). They also impose the boundary condition \lJ = 0 at R = Re 

instead of the Robin condition, EJ(R\lJ)j REJR = O. 

Results of the calculation on a 19 x 35 grid are shown in Figure 5.5, for 

comparison with Figures 7-9 of Ciesielski, et al. TI)is calculation determines the 

response of the secondary circulation to the given mid-tropospheric heat source. As 

Ciesielski, et al., point out, the "wall" at R = Rc suppresses the circulation within 

the domain. The vertically symmetric heating fur.lction produces a symmetric 

circulation; note that the maximum radial velocitiQs (:l::30 em s -1) occur on the 

upper and lower boundaries, and that the maximum vertical velocity (rv 2 em 8- 1 ) 

occurring in the mid-troposphere at R = 0 is an ord~r of magnitude smaller. 

The purpose of the Ciesielski, et ai., paper is a cmnparison of a multigrid 

approach for solving elliptic equations with more traditional Gauss-Seidel and sne

cessive overrelaxation methods. The authors chose the plioblem above as their test 

case and demonstrated that the multigrid method is si~~nificantly more effieient. 

However for numerical efficiency in the present model, the tangential veloci ty po

tential function equation imposes a greater constra~nt OIl the timestep than the 

transverse circulation equation docs. A timestep shprt enough to produce a suf

ficiently small ehange in q, enabling numerical solution of the potential function 

equation in a few hundred iterations, is small enough that few iterations are gen

erally required to obtain the streamfunction (less thc.tIl 20, typically about 5 for a 

tolerance of 10-4
). Thus the numerical method prepentbd in section 4.3 for this 

boundary value problem suffices. 
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Figure 5,5. R!eSpOllSe of the transverse circulation to a mid-tropospheric heat 
sotll.·ce. (fl) Streamfuuction \lJ in kg S-1 , (b) radial velocity u in ms- 1 , (c) vertical 
velocity w in llns- 1

• Vertical axes in height Z. Following Ciesielski, ct at. [9], 
Figures 7-9. I 
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5.1.3 The Temporal! Evolution 

As a final test of the numerical model, we mimic the computational results 

of Schubert and Alworth [53], who present analytical and numerical solutions of the 

Eliassen balanced vortex in momentum coordinates, but use potential temperature 

() as the height coordinate. In their model, an equation for the potential density 

(defined as the p~eudo~density divided by the nondimensional absolute vorticity 

(/ J) replaces the potential vorticity equation, and the Montgomery potential 111* 

corresponds to the potdmtial function <I>. The specified heating takes the form 

(j(R,Z) ~ (j,sin (~~) exp H~)'l ' 
where Ro = 250 km and Qo = 30 J( day-I. 

Figures 5.6-,-5.8 show the tangential velocity and potential vorticity fields at 

24, 48, and 72 hoqrs, as in Figure 4 of Schubert and Alworth. Dashed contours of 

the potential temperature field overlay each plot, enabling more careful comparison 

of the results giveq the klifferent height coordinates; the most significant difference 

between the heigllt fields occurs near the warm core of the vortex. Contours 

of q/ f represent ~he potential vorticity field here. Schubert and Alworth note 

that the vortex str'engtllCns as negative and positive potential vorticity anomalies 

develop in the upper and lower troposphere, respectively. In this simulation, the 

positive anomaly expands into the upper regions, displacing thc negative anomaly 

in the core. The sign of Dq/ DR thus changes along isentropic surfaces near the 

tropopause. Based on recent work by Eliassen [14], Schubert and Alworth suggest 

that that this pot~ntial. vorticity evolution enables observed upper troposphcric 
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asymmetries in the outflow to develop through a barotropic-baroclinic instability 

of the symmetric flow. 
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Figure 5.6. Temporal evolution of nondimensional potential vorticity q/ J, tan
gential velocity v and potential temperature () (dashed) after 24 hours, given a 
mid-tropospheric heat source, initially uniform potential vorticity and potential 
temperature fields, and the Boussinesq approximation for the density. The radial 
axis extends to 1000 km. The vertical axis is in height Z (10- 1 I.:7n). This cal
culation was performed on a 27 x 27 grid. Following Schubert and Alworth [53], 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 5.7. Temporal evolution of nondimcnsional potential vorticity q/ j, tau
gential velocity v and potential temperature () (dashed) after 48 hours, given a 
mid-tropospheric heat source, initially uniform potential vorticity and potential 
temperature fields, and the Boussinesq approximation for the density. The radial 
axis extends to 1000 km. The vertical axis is in height Z (10- 1 km). Following 
Schubert and Alworth [53J, Figure 4. 
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Figure 5.8 Temporal evol{ition of nondimensional potential vorticity q/ j, taIl
gen(;ial velocity v and potential temperature () (dashed) after 72 hours, given a 
mid.-tropospheric heat source, initially uniform potential vorticity and potential 
temperature fields, and the Boussincsq approximation for the density. The radial 
axis extends to 1000 km. The vertical axis is in height Z (10- 1 km). Following 
Schubcrt and Alworth [53], Figure 4. 

5.2 Thermal Forcing of the Vortex 

The thermal forcing term Q in the potential temperature equation (2.4.0) 

represents latent heating outside the eye. In hurricanes, cumulus clouds COIlVCC-

tivdy transport mass and moisture upward, releasing latent heat of condensation 
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and thereby providing energy needed to maintain the vortex. However, the spatial 

scale difference between motions associated with cumulus clouds and the larlge-

scale dynamics of a tropical cyclone imposes an inherent modelling difficulty: the 

grid required to capture individual cumulus clouds provides unnecessarily fine Fes-

olution of the general circulation and is computationally expensive. Although 

several studies using analytical forms for the heating have produce\:l enlightening 

results [46, 53], researchers have long sought a parameterization for cj.lmulus effects 

in terms of the large-scale dynamics. In this chapter, experiments using a dynam-

ically evolving parameterization for Q will be compared with other experiments 

in which the heating function is fixed. 

5.2.1 An Analytical Form 

The net effect of adiabatic cooling and latent heating near the eye is a 

temperature increase of about 6°G per day [40]. We specify this hC("~t source with 

the distribution shown in Figure 5.9, 

Q = Cjexp (-7Z,(R - R,mu)') [ex1' ( -R, (~' - Z)') - e,1' ( -R;Z.') ] , 
(5.2.1) 

where Cl = 2.67 X 10-2 yields a maximum value 9.00 Gday-1 comparable to the 

estimates of Kurihara and Tuleya [40], located at the radius of maximum wind 

Rvmax and vertically centered in the domain. Initially, RVnl(lI is the radius I of 

maximum tangential wind, no other velocities being available. Aftqr this initi'al-

ization, however, the radius of maximum vertical velocity w* is us.ed instead! a 

more realistic assumption. This heating distribution is qualitatively pimilar to t!he 

convective parameterization of deep cumulonimbus used by Anthes [2]. 
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Figure 5.9. The heating function specified for experiments described in section 
5.5.1, measured in J( day-I. Vertical axis in height Z. 

Sinking air within the eye warms adiabatically, keeping the eye generally 

free of clouds. The distribution (5.2.1) allows diabatic heating within the eye, 

but considerably less than in the eyewall region where rising motions are most 

vigorous. The specified heating maximum in the center of the eye is approximately 

5.2.2 A Convective Parameterization 

More realistic schemes parameterize the heating in terms of humidity, hor-

izontal detrainment of air between a cloud and its surroundings, and/or the large-

scale circulation. For example, Charney and Eliasscn describcd latent heating in 

terms of horizontal mass convergence and saturation humidity in a vertical col-

umn, assuming that the amount of heat liberated is proportional to the moisture 

convergence and that its vertical distribution is proportional to the heat released 

by a saturated parcel rising moist-adiabatically [8J. Willoughby modelled a single 

cumulus cloud that extended from the surface to the tropopause and could entrain 
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or detrain at any level [73]. The mass flux depended on the vertical detrainment 

profile, which was Izero in the lower troposphere but high in upper tropospheric 

regionEi. Kuo developed a cumulus parameterization scheme which related the 

vertical distribution of convective heating to the temperature difference between 

the clo'flds and their environment [37]. More complex spectral schemes ha.ve been 

studiec1. by Ooyam2L [48] and Arakawa and Schubert [4]. 

Other parameterizations have assumed that the heating is proportional to 

the vertical velocity [19, 25, 35, 36, 41, 43, 46, 51, 67, 68]. Ooyama made the 

heating a function of the equivalent potential temperature as well [46]. To bring an 

air par~el to its equivalent potential temperature, expand the parcel, condcnsing 

and removing all df its water vapor, then bring the parcel dry adiabatically t.o 

1000 ml,. Latent heat warms the air to its equivalent potential temperatme as thc 

water vapor condenses and precipitates out [72]. Holton outlines the method for 

relating the heating function to the vertical velocity and potential temperature 

fields a;3 follows [29]: 

l3y the First. Law of Thermoclynamics, 

where Lc is the latdnt heat of condensation and q .• is the saturation mixing ratio, 

the maEiS of water vapor per unit mass of dry air in a. volume of air that is saturated 

wi th refipect to a plane surface of water [72]. Assume the variation of q" is primarily 

due to vertical advection, 

dq.. 8q .• 
-::::::w-
elt DZ 
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where w > o. Descending motion does not contribute to latent heat release; hence 

Q = 0 in that case. 

To determine an expression for 8qa/aZ, differentiate the definition of equiv-

alent potential temperature: 

8 a Lc 8qa 
az InBe - az InB = cpT 8Z . 

Then 

~ dB rv _ (~aBc _ ~ aB) 
B dt - W Be az B az . 

The heating function can now be expressed in terms of the potential vorticity, 

following Thorpe and Emanuel [70]: 

Q = dB ~ W (ae _ .! ae r. ) 

dt az ec az 
Bop * ( ) = -llJ q - qc , 
9 

where 10* > 0 and 

Absolute values take the sign of the vertical velocity into account, 

Q _ Bop (llJ* + 110*1) ( ) - - q- qc . 
9 2 

The nondimensional form of this heating paramctcri,mtioll corrcsponds to that 

used by Thorpe and Emanuel ill their study of frontogcIlcsis [70], 

Q _(lV*+lw*I)( _ ) - 2 q qc· ( 5.2.2) 
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For the experiments that follow, the parameter qe is fixed with the value 5 x 10-5
. 

5.2.3 The Effect of Dynamic Heating: Preliminary Analysis 

As a function of the vertical velocity w* and the potential vorticity q, the 

dynamic heating (5.2.2) modifies the flow nonlinearly. In both the streamfunction 

and the potential vorticity equations, a portion of the heating term combines with 

other terms in the equations, altering or completely removing the productive sense 

of the source. This section describes the role of (5.2.2) in the transverse circulation. 

Replacing Q in (2.6.2) with the expression (5.2.2), 

(5.2.3) 

Clearly'll = 0 is a solution of (5.2.3). It is, in fact, the only solution for homoge-

neous conditions along the horizontal boundaries, indicating that the heating in 

this case does not actually provide a "forcing" for the vortex. 

To see that 'll = 0 is the only solution, multiply (5.2.3) by - R'll and 

integrate by parts to obtain 

l
Ze l Re 

a (q a(R'll)) l Rc l Ze 
a (.'la'll) - R'l!- - dRdZ - R'll- -- dZdR 

o 0 aR pR aR 0 0 az paz 

__ l z
c l Re ~ [_ (w* + IW*I)] - R'llaR (q qe) .) . 

o 0 ~ 

l Ze iRe q (a(R'll))2 iZe iRc 
Rs (a'll)2 

-R aR dRdZ + - az dRdZ 
o 0 p 0 0 p 

+ {Re Rs (R, 0) 'l' (R, 0) atlJ (R, 0) dR 
10 p(O) az 

1 {Zr. (Re . a(R'll) 
= 2. 10 10 (q - qe)(W* + Iw*1) aR dRdZ, 
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where the three boundary conditions W (0 1 Z) = 0, w (R, Zc) = 0, and w* (Rc, Z) = 

o have bQen used to ~'emove most of the boundary terms. Thus 

l
Ze lne [ q (ORW)2 Rs (OW)2 ' w* + 111)*1 ORwl - -- +- - + (q--.. qc) - dRdZ=B, 

o 0 pR aR p oZ , 2, oR 

where B represents the boundary term 

B = _ [Re s (R, 0) w (R, 0) oW (R, 0) RdR. 
io p (0) oZ 

Define w~: = 0.5(w*:1: Iw*I), so that w* ~= w+H-w_. Thenlusing the definition of 

w* (2.4.1~2), 

(5.2.4) 

Note that if \II. = 0 along Z = 0, then B = O. Each: term of the integrand 

in (5.2.4) is nonnegative; hence for this case!w_ = w+ d= 0 and 8\11/8Z = O. 

Thus w =~ c/ R for some constant c; however" \II = 0 at the origin requires c = 

O. Therefore W = 0 is the only solutiqn for a heating function of this form, 

paramete!'ized strictly in terms of the model vm,'iables, with zero flow through the 

surface bqundary. 

Allowing vertidal motion at the surface; w* oj=. 0, yields a nonzero solution 

for the streamfunctidn. The surface bO"fmdai)' condition I forces the transverse 

circulation in this case, although the fupction Q still modifies the flow in the 

interior of the domain. The surface con<lition corresponds to transfer of latent 

and sensible heat energy from the ocean and will be distnssed in section 5.4. 
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At the tropopause, potential temperature change results primarily from radiative 

cooling, which is not considered here (\l1 = 0 at Z = Zc). 

5.3 Potential Vorticity and Potential Temperature Distributions 

The distributions of potential vorticity and potential temperaturc that will 

be used in the following experimcnts are based on a study by Raymond and .liang 

of self-sustaining mesoscale convective systems [50]. They argue that the net flux of 

potential vorticity is toward lower levels of the troposphere, which then interacts 

with a sheared environment to generate additional lifting. We will explore the 

effects of similar vorticity and temperature anomalies on tropical cyclones. 

5.3.1 The Potential Vorticity 

Thorpe and Emanuel indicate that diabatic heating confined to the interior 

of a fluid volume can only redistribute potential vorticity [70]. Raymond and 

Jiang discuss several means by which potential vorticity lllay be redistributed, 

including convection, latent heat release, radiation, and evaporatioll and Illelting 

of anvil precipitation. The effects of convection can be understood in terms of 

conservation of the mass-integrated potential vorticity. 

Integrating equation (2.4.20) over a fluid volume r, 

1 dq pdV = ~ 1 (DQ dV 
r elt Bo! r DZ 

g 1 ~ = - (- \lQdV 
Bo! r 

SInce 

q 1 (~) ~ = -'- \7. (Q - Q\l . ( dV 
Bo! r 

.D :'n 
~- = ~. v 

DZ 

= ~ (r Q{. fufA - r Q\l. (dl') 
Bo! 1 Dr lr 

g 1 ~ A = B ! Q(. uclA 
o Dr 
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Thus if Q = 0 on the surface of the fluid volume, mass-integrated potential vor

ticity cannot be created or destroyed. In particular, as Haynes and IMcIntyre 

point out, mass-integrated potential vorticity between two isentropic surfaces is 

conserved [27]. Cumulus convection transports mass upward across isentropes, in

creasing the potential vorticity in the lower troposphere and decreasing lit above. 

Similarly, Raymond and Jiang note that precipitation caus~s an upward 

flux of potential vorticity, deposited at the base of the cloud anvil. Radiative 

cooling generates a potential vorticity flux out the top of the anvil, while warming 

at the anvil base causes potential vorticity to accumulate below. Diq,bati'c heating 

increases potential vorticity at lower levels, as Schubert and Alworth also found 

in their numerical results (section 5.1.3 of this chapter). 

The net effect is a positive vorticity anomaly in the lower troPQsph(~re with a 

negative anomaly above, as observed by Bosart and Sanders in their rpeasiurements 

of a mesoscale convective complex [7]. The magnitude of the meast~redanomaly, 

0.2 x 10-6 J{ m 2kg- 1 
8-1 , was comparable to the ambient potential vprtic:ity, 0.6 x 

lO-tl J( m 2kg- 1 
8-1 , and could have been created within a day, givefl the vertical 

mass flux [50]. 

In their numerical study of such anomalies, Raymond and Jimlg found that 

1Il the sheared environment, the upper (negative) anomaly advected east while 

the lower (positive) anomaly advected west and was strongly sheal'l:d. :Also, the 

ascent generated was sufficient to release conditional instability, tlH~reby serving 

to sustain the circulation. The initial potential vorticity distributiop used in the 
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present model is similar to theirs: 

q = q, [(1+ ~R2)2 (Acxp (-3R,(Z - Z,)2) - B exp (-3R,(Z - Z,,)2)) + 1] , 
(5.3.1 ) 

where qo = 1.361 corresponds to the ambient potential vorticity, and Z/ = 0.3, 

Zu = 0.8 center the maximum lower and upper anomalies at 3 and 8 km, respec-

tively. The constants A and B specify the magnitudes of the anomalies, while 

C determines their horizontal extent. Figure 5.10 illustrates the distribution for 

parameters A = 0.8, B = 0.8, and C = 8.0. 
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Figure 5.10. The nondimcnsional potential vorticity distribution used for experi
ments described in sections 5.5.1-2. 

5.3.2 The Potential Temperature 

Raymond and Jiang also include a potential temperature anomaly in their 

numerical simulations that is consistent with thermal wind balance. An equation 

for the thermal wind IIlay be derived by differentiating the gradient wind equation 

(2.2.18) with respect to height z and the hyclrostatic equation (2.2.17) with respect 
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to radius r. Equating the results, 

02cp _ (f + 2V) ov _ !L of) 
oroz - r oz - f)e or· 

Then (2.4.3) yields 

fR2 0v 9 of) 
----=--, 

r2 oz f)e or 
(5.3.2) 

an expression of the thermal wind equation in this model. 

To determine the nature of the potential temperature anomaly, consider 

an atmosphere with equally spaced isentropes (so that of) / Dz is constant) and a 

positive potential vorticity anomaly in the mid-troposphere. Then by the definition 

of potential vorticity (restated here for reference), 

9 (of) 
pq = f)e 7 Dz' (5.3.3) 

there must also exist a positive absolute vorticity anomaly in the same region. 

Since 

the tangential velocity v varies vertically, increasing with height in the lower por-

tion of the anomaly and decreasing above. By the thermal wind equation (5.3.2), 

the potential temperature varies radially; i. c., the isentropcs can not lie horizoIl-

tally but slope vertically, of) / Dr < 0 in the upper troposphere and of) / Dr > 0 

below. Hence a cool potential temperature anomaly exists below a positive poten-

tial vorticity anomaly, a warm anomaly above. 

Raymond and Jiang impose a cool anomaly at the surface and maintain 

constant potential temperature along the top boundary of their domain, which 
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lies in the stratosphere. In this model, lacking a stratosphere, a! cool anomaly 

is included at the surface and at the tropopause, above the negative potential 

vorticity anomaly. The function used at both Z = 0 <~nd Z = Ze is shown in 

Figure 5.11, 

() (R) = -0.1 
1 +4R2 (1-~) . Re 

(5.3.4) 

The potential temperature in the ceneer is 4.4 J( cooler than the ambient atmo-

sphere. 

Potential Temperature 
300~--~----~--~========~~------~ 
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298 
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.51 3.0 

Figure 5.11. The cool potential temperature surface anomaly in degrees 1\, used 
for all of the experiments in section 5.5. The same relativo anomaly is also imposed 
at the tropopause. 

5.4 The Surface Boundary Condition 

Specification of the heating Q as a function of R <lll.d Z suffices to produce a 

nonzero transverse circulation, even if tlJ = 0 along all of qlC boundar·ies. However, 

if Q is allowed to change dynamically with the model variables, it no longer sup-

plies an external forcing for the transverse circulation or the tempm-al evolution 

of the vortex. Tangential balanced flow may still occur but will remain steady 

without evolution of the potential vorticity. Another typr of extermtl forcing call 
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be supplied by specifying a nonzero vertical velocity as the "surface" boundary 

condition at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer. In this case, the smrface 

corresponds to the lifting condensation level, i.e., the base of the cloud!" rolughly 

1 to 2 km above the sea surface. 

5.4.1 Ekman Pumping 

Ekman pumping provides an example of vertical motions induced by slilrfacc 

friction. Written as a condition on the vertical velocity at the top of the boundary 

layer, Ekman pumping parameterizes the transport of mass and momej:ltum. due 

to turbulent mixing and is only valid for geostrophic flow in which thE! prGssure 

gradient and Coriolis forces balance. Friction near the Earth's surface slows the 

wind, reducing the Coriolis force and allowing the wind vedor to crosp the iso-

bars, thereby transporting mass toward lower pressure. This convergence causes 

a vertical mass flux satisfying mass conservation. The resulting expression for the 

vertical velocity takes the form 

(~).4.1) 

where DE is the depth of the Ekman layer (generally about 1 km), (g is the relative 

vorticity of the surface geostrophic wind, and a is the angle between th.e surface 

geostrophic wind and the isobars, given by sin2a = IW/ (u 2 + v2 ) [8J. As the 

radial velocity'll is unknown, fix sin2a = l/rr as in Holton [20], correspondill1g to 

an angle a ~ go. 

By definitions (2.4.12), (2.4.16) and equation (2.4.8), 

( * w= -w 
f 

( a (R\I!) 

pfR aR 

1 a(R\I!) 

PI' ar ( Ii 4 .)) Lit •• -.J 
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Hence, approximating (g with the relative vorticity in· the present model, 

o (TV) j 7'or, the Ekman boundary condition for '11 becon:~es 

by (2.4.6), or nondimensionally 

DE . 2 <1>0 f (0 )
-1/2 

'110 = 2106 poVo sm2a 1 + R oR (5.4.3) 

5.4.2 The Gradient Surface Condition 

Ekman pumping is not valid for gradient flows in whiich inertial forces are 

significant, as in mature hurricanes. Following work by Ogura [43], Ooyama [46], 

Willoughby [73] and Schubert and Hack [55], anothcr q::pl'Clssion for the vertical 

velocity at the top of the boundary layer arises from gradicnt balance and thc 

continuity equation. 

First assume that the pressure within the boundau layer is independcnt of 

height. Then the tangential velocity must be indepcndcn"t. of IllCight as well, by tlw 

gradient wind equation (2.2.6). The velocity tendency maT also be neglected in 

the tangential momentum equation because the boundar~ la:yter is shallow, leaving 

OU ltV 
u-o + fu + - = T, 

r r 

where T rcpresents the effects of friction. Hence ll( = T by!the defiuition of thc 

absolute vorticity ((2.4.16). Now, neglccting dpjdt in the : boundary laycr, the 

continuity equation (2.2.7) givcs 

w = -1" ~ o(rll) dz ~ _I::. o(rllo) = _!!:."~ (l1'T) . 
l' or l' Dr r Dr /" o , '-,0 
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Expressing r as a function of the surface wind speed Vo a,nd a drag coefficient CD, 

and 

_ ~~ (CD1'V
O Ivol) 

Wo - a ;- . 
1''' ,>0 

(5.4.4) 

This is precisely the form employed by Schubert and Hack [55], withCD = :3 X 10"1-3 

[43]. This value of CD is reasonable; estimates of CD for Hurricane Ine~ (19G6) 

range from 1.6 to 4.6 x 10-3 over winds speeds of 23 to 67 ms-2 alnd radii of 9.2 

to 92.5 km [26]. 

Again using the relationships (5.4.2), 

R\f! 0 C D1'V o 100 I 
po (0 

up to a constant. Thus 

, . -1/2 
\f! = C DPoOo Ivo I (1 ~ acI>o) 

o (0 + j2 R aR 
by (2.4.6)., 

In nondimensional form, 

(5.4)5 ) 

where V = 120 ms- 1 and w~ = 1 ms- 1 arc nonclimcnsio,nalization IC(msta~lts eal1-

culated in section 2.6. 

The assumption of gradient balance in the boundary laycr is itself crudc, 

as both Ogura and Ooyama point out [43, 46]. More realistic simulations use 

a hybrid model, solving primitive equations in the boun(iary layer Iwith gradicIlt 

balance above [47,49]. 
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5.5 Experimental Results 

Experimenb, described in this section investigate the effects and relative 

importance of the potential vorticity distribution, the surface boundary conditions, 

and the types of thermal forcing described in sections 5.2 through 5.4. All of the 

experiments were performed under the Boussinesq approximation for the density. 

We first disc:uss the balanced vortex induced by the potential vorticity and 

potential temperatllre distributions described in section 5.3. Specifying a heating 

function Q establishes the transverse circulation; the vortex strengthens as its cen

tral region warms. Next, allowing a surface flux modifies the vortex slightly and 

significantly alters the I potential vorticity distribution at the surface. A dynam

ically varying heat~ng function induces only weak vortex evolution for both the 

gradient and the EI~man surface conditions. Finally, a potential vorticity distribu

tion of greater radial extent produces a qualitatively similar but stronger vortex 

evolution, given the: grqdient surface condition and the salIle specified heating and 

potential temperature distributions. 

5.5.1 Specified Heating 

This subsection ~vill consider two functions for the thermal forcing, Q = 0, 

and q specified as ip (5:.2.1). With no heating and no flux through the boundaries, 

a transverse circulation I does not exist and there is no temporal evolution of either 

the potential vorticity ior the potential temperature; a balanced, steady vortex 

results. Designating Q: as in (5.2.1) allows investigation of the vortex evolution 

under the effects of cOIlldensation and convection. The effects of surface friction 
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on the heat driven vortex are then studied using the gradient surface condition 

(5.4.5). 

A. The Balanced Vortex 

The potential function, tangential velocity, and potential temperature fi~lds 

shown in Figure 5.12 were calculated using the potential vorticity distxibution 

(5.3.1) of Figure 5.10, with the potentIal temperature on the horizontal bOllndaries 

given by (5.3.4), Figure 5.11. 

The positive vorticity anomaly induces a positive tangential circulation 

around the eye, satisfying the thermal wind equation (5.3.2). At the surface, the 

air beneath the positive potential vorticity anomaly is cool compared to the ambi

ent atmosphere away from the core. Hence a() / aT" > 0, implying that v i;ncrea1ses 

with height. If the tangential velocity is zero below the anomaly, it is positive 

around it. Similarly, the negative vorticity anomaly in the upper troposphere in

duces a negative tangential circulation in that region. The maximum cyclqnic flow 

is 2.56ms- 1 , with a maximum anticyclonic flow above of -5.98 ms- 1. 

The potential temperature field varies in the interior according to the tlter

mal wind equation, as discussed in section 5.3.2., cooler below and warmer above 

the positive vorticity anomaly (and correspondingly warmer below and cooler 

above the negative anomaly). At the surface and the tropopause, tho poten

tial temperature in the eye is 4.4 J( cooler than the ambient atmosphero; in the 

mid-troposphere the eye is at most 3.5 J( warmer than outer regions. 
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Figure 5.12. The balanced vortex response to the potential vorticity and tempera
ture anomalies shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. (a) Thc nondimensional potential 
function <1>, (b) the tangcntial velocity v in ms- 1 , (c) the potential temperature e 
in degrees J{. 
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The lack of vertical symmetry in the velocity results from the imposed cool () 

anomalies at the surface and the tropopause. If the vorticity anomalies (which arc 

symmetric about the ambient potential vorticity) were isolated from the horizontal 

boundaries and the potential temperature () were uniform along those boundaries, 

then the potential temperature anomalies in the interiof would also be symmetric. 

However, the boundary conditions shift the isentropes upward in the COfe, thus 

increasing the radial gradients of () in the upper troposphere and decreasing them 

below. By the thermal wind equation, the magnitude of the tangential velocity 

must then be larger above than below. 

The theory asserts that in the absence of heating or forcing from the bound

aries, the vortex should remain steady. Time integration of the model vortex uncleI' 

these conditions corroborates that result, providing an additional test of the nu

merical model. 

B. Conden,qational Heating 

The initial transverse circulation given by the heating distribution (5.2.1) 

is shown in Figure 5.13a, for the Dirichlet surface condition. The large positive 

gyre of the streamfunction represents the basic circulation: inflow near the surface, 

rising air ncar the eye, and outflow near the tropopause, with descent dispersed 

through the outer regions. The small negative gyre indicates subsidence within the 

eye, illustrated more clearly in Figure 5.13b, the vertical velocity. The maximum 

descent in the center is -0.017 7n.s- 1 , comparable with ascent of 0.011 ms- 1 in the 

heated region. Willoughby attributes sinking in the eye to the radial distribution 

of Q, reasonable enough given equation (2.6.2) [73]. 
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Figure 5.13. The transverse circulation induced by the heating shown in Figure 
5.9, for the ~ = 0 surface condition. Dashed lines indicate zero contours. (a) The 
nondimensional streamfunction ~, (b) the vertical veloci ty w* in m8 -1. 

Figures 5.14a and b show the streamfunction and vertical velocity after 72 

hours of model integration time. Note that the velocity maximum has drifted into 

the upper troposphere. Although the expression (5.2.2) for the dynamic heating 

is not being used here as the forcing term, the relationship it suggests among 

Q, w* and q is helpful. If the heating Q remains com;tant in time, then the 

potential vorticity q and the vertical velocity w* must vary inversely at any given 

point. In particular, the downward potential vorticity flux predicted in ::>ectioll 

5.3 indeed appears (Figure 5.14c); decreasing q in the upper troposphere must be 
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compensated by increasing vertical velocity. Similarly, the vertical velocity in the 

lower troposphere decreases as the potential vorticity increases. 
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Figure 5.14. The vortex structure after T = 72 hrs for the ~ = 0 surface condition. 
(a) The nondimensional streamfunction ~, (b) the vertical veloci ty IV * in m.., -\ , 
( c) the nondimensional potential vorticity q. 
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In addition to its downward flux, potential vorticity collects at a finite 

radius from the center, forming a ring of anomalous potential vorticity around the 

eye. Equation (2.4.20) predicts this phenomenon: q should change most rapidly 

in the region where 18Q/8ZI is greatest, i.e., at the radius of maximum vertical 

velocity. By 72 hours, the positive potential vorticity anomaly begins to displace 

the negative anomaly in the upper troposphere. 

Figure 5.15a shows the tangential velocity field after 72 hours. Both the 

cyclonic and the anticyclonic flows have strengthened and expanded, reaching max-

imum values of 12.0 ms- 1 and -15.2 ms- 1 , respectively. Note that the anticyclone 

extends downward in the eye region, displacing the cyclonic flow. 

The radius of maximum tangential wind now lies outside the vertical ve-

locity maximum, as observed in hurricanes [73]. The thermal wind accounts for 

this adjustment as well, as follows: Assume for now that Du / D:; is constant at the 

radius of maximum v, and that the potential temperature field is uniform. The 

imposed forcing increases the potential temperature e at the radius of maximum 

wind; hence De/Dr < 0 outside RvmaI and is decreasing, i. e., IDe / Drl is increasing. 

Similarly, De/Dr > 0 inside RV1IIl!I and is increasing. By the thermal wind equation 

(5.3.2), R2/1'2 (evaluated at RV71IaI ) must be increasing also. Using (2.3.1), 

2 2 R 2v 2v v 
-;:'2= jR+ 1 - !RVeR) n ( )

-1 

Hence the radius of maximum v increases under the given assumptions. 

Figure 5.15b shows the potential temperature field after 72 hours. The 

mid-troposphere has warmed significantly ncar the eye, as expectcd, but thc tClll-

perature along the horizontal boundaries remains unchangcd, since q = 0 thcre. 
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The maxlmum temperature difference between the eye and the ambient atmo-

sphere is 11.0]( at 7:2 hours. 
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Figure 5.15. The vortiex structure after T = 72 hrs for the lJ1 = 0 surface concliticm. 
(a) the tapgential velocity v in ms- l

, (b) the potential temperature f) in degrees 
](. 

C. The E~rects of S'lLrJace Friction 

Th~ solutions shO\vn in Figures 5.16 through 5.19 were calculated with the 

distributic,ms of q, f) ancl Q as in part B above, but llsing the gradient condition 

(5.4.5) on lJ1 at the s.urface, now interpreted as the top of the boundary layer. 

The radia~ and vertical velocities are no longer zero at the lower boundary (Figl1n~ 

5.16a), but only a slig;ht adjustment of the interior fields is neecled to account for 
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that. Figure 5.17 details the initial verltical velocity along the lower boundary. A 

region of rather meager descent sm:rounds weakly ascending air in the core. 
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Figure 5.16. The transverse circulc~tion induced by the heating shown in Figure 
5.9, for the gradient surface condition. ~ Dashed lines indicate zero contours. (a) 
The nondimensional streamfunctior,l w,:(b) the vertical velocity w* in m.s- 1 • 
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Figure 5.17. The vertical velocity u~* in 1n8-
1 at Z = 0, induced by the gradiellt 

condi tion. 
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Figures 5.16b and 5.1Sb show the vertical velocity across the domain for 

T = 0 and 72 hours, respectively. The maximum descent in the eye is -0.017 ms- l 

initially and -0.029 ms- 1 after 72 hours. Generally spc:aking, the distributions 

in the eye region are about the same after 72 hourfj as in: the vortex described in 

B, without the surface flux. However, the cyclonic flow outside the eye is weaker, 

while the anticyclone is stronger (Figure 5.19a). 

The most notable difference between the two experiments appears at the 

surface in the potential vorticity field, shown Figun~ 5.1Se .. Just outside the core, 

10* < 0 evacuates mass from above the "surface" Z = 10, depositing it in the 

boundary layer below. Then there is a correspondi[lg potential vorticity flux into 

the domain from the boundary layer. The boundary layer being implicit in this 

simulation, the potential vorticity simply decreases <\long Z = 0 in the areas where 

10* < O. As discussed in section 3.3.1, the boundarY condition q(R,O) = qo (R) 

imposed wherever 10* > 0 also forces the positive vorticity anomaly in the core to 

decrease along Z = 0 in regions of ascent. An argnp.ICut based on the expression 

(5.2.2) for the dynamic heating function supports thls result: given uniformly zero 

initial fields for Q and w* in the interior of the domain and a positive vertical 

flux across the lower boundary, DQ / DZ will be very negative ncar the boundary, 

locally decreasing the potential vorticity at the surfc~ce bYI virtue of (2.4.20). This 

is equivalent to a flux of potential vorticity from the sU11face into the boundary 

layer, corresponding to the upward flux of mass. 
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Figure 5.18. The vortex structure after T = 72 hl's for the gradient surface con
dition. (a) The nondimensional streamfunction W, (b) the vertical velocity w* in 
ms -1, (c) the nondimension.al potential vorticity q. 
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Figure 5.19. The vortex structure after T = 72 hl's for the gradient surface con
dition. (a) the tangential velocity v in ms-I, (b) the potential temperature f) in 
degrees I{. 

A portion of the expected potential vorticity change clue to mass flux goes 

toward adjustment of the potential temperature field [31]. The downward flux 

of potential vorticity across isentropes can also be accomplished by shifting the 

isentropes upward across the potential vorticity contours, resulting in cooler tem-

peratures and increased stability. This phenomenon appears in Figure 5.19b as 

surface cooling in the eye. 'Weaker cyclonic circulation occurs in spite of greater 

stability, due to decreased potential vorticity at the surface. The definition of q 

(see equation (5.3.3)) implies that the absolute vorticity must he less to account 
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for both increased stability and decreased potenj;ial v:orticity; hence v must be 

smaller as well. 

5.5.2 Dynamic Heating 

The dynamic heating (5.2.2) now replaces the specified forcing of the last 

section, and frictional effects at the surface drive the transverse circulation. The 

effects of Ekman pumping (5.4.3) are explored awl compared with results using 

the gradient condition (5.4.5). In both cases, air rises in the eye and the potential 

vorticity anomaly tends to detach from the lower boundary as in section tS.5.1G. 

After an initial transient period, no other significant evolution occurs. 

A. The Gradient SU7jace Condition 

The streamfunction pictured in Figure 5.20~1, possesses a small positive Cilf

culation in the core, surrounded by a larger neg<ltive I circulation. The vertic<lIl 

velocity at the surface depends only on the balanc.ed vortex and thus varies with 

radius exactly as in Figure 5.17. As illustrated iq Figure 5.20b, the vertic.:al vo

locity is positive within the eye and negative outside. 11'he tangential velocity hals 

decreased slightly by 72 hours (Figure 5.21c) but if.1 essentially steady. The poten~

tinl vorticity weakens slightly at the surface, but there is no significant change in 

it or the potential temperature by T = 72 hours. 
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Figure 5.20. The transverse circulation initially induced by the gradient. surface 
condition under dynamic heating. ( a) The nondimensional streamfunction \l1, (b) 
the vertical velocity w* in ms-1 . 
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(a) Vertical Velocity 
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Figure 5.21. The vort(~x structure after T = 72 hrs for the gradient surface con
dition. (a) the vertical velocity w* in ms- I , (b) the llondimensional potential 
vortici ty q, (c) t~le tangential veloci ty v in ms -I. Contour intervals in (a) are 
2 x 10-5 ms- 1 . 1;he maximum vertical velocity in the eye is 4.3 x 10-5 m.s- I • 
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B. Ekma,n Pumping 

The circulation produced by Ekman pumping (Figure 5.23) is qualitatively 

similar to that of the gradient surface condition but much stronger. The initial 

vertical velocity atl the surface, shown in Figure 5.22, is exactly proportional to 

the absolute vorticity ( and two orders of magnitude larger than w* in section A. 

Initial ascent within the eye quickly reverses to subsidence, but the vortex begins 

to strengthen by 72 hours, as shown in Figures 5.24a and c. The potential vorticity 

anomaly again retreats from the surface, but the interior distribution changes little 

from the initial cOI~ditions (Figure 5.24b). The potential temperature also shows 

no significant change. 
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Figure 5.22. The vertical velocity w* in m.~-I at Z = 0, induced by Ekman 
pumping, 

Although Ekman pumping forces the vortex more strongly than the grad i-

ent surfaee conditioh and may sustain the circulation, it is not of sufficient strength 

to spin up the circulation within the observed period of a few days, given these 

potential vorticity anomalies and the cool surface condition. Recall from Chapter 

2 that th.e scale of vertical motion for this model is 11/18 -I. V cloci ties on the 
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order of 1 mm to 1 em per second are too small to appreciably affect the potential 

vorticity evolution through equation (2.4.25). 
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Figure 5.23. The transverse circulation initially induced by Ekman pumping, 
under dynamic heating. ( a) The non dimensional streamfunction 'l1, (b) the vertical 
velocity 10* in ms- l . 
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(a) Vertic;.al Velocity 
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Figure 5.24. The vortex structure after T = 72 hrs for Ekman pumping. (a) the 
vertical velocity w* in ms- 1 , (b) the nonc~imcn'sional potential vorticity q, (c) the 
tangential velocity v in ms- 1 • 
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5.5.3 Variations of the Potential Vorticity DistriQution 

This section examines the effect of the radial potential vorticity distI'ibu

tion on the vortex and its evolution. Figures 5.25-5.28 show the vortex structure 

resulting from a wider distribution of potential vorticity (Figure 5.25a), given the 

specified heating (5.2.1) and potential temperature anomalies (5.3,4,). The expres

sion used to initialize the potential vorticity is again (5.3.1), but with C = 3.0. 

The net amount of potential vorticity in the troposphere i3hould be the same as for 

C = 8.0 since the positive and negative anomalies are vqrtically symmetric. This 

experiment utilizes the gradient surface condition; its reEjults should be compared 

with those of section 5.5.1C. 

The vertical velocity at the surface, shown in Flgure 5.26, is marginally 

stronger than the vertical velocity produced by the gradient surface concli tion 

(Figure 5.17), but positive over a larger region in the cqre. Note the subsideIlce 

in the center of the vortex. 

Commensurate with the given potential vorticity distributiop, the cyclonic 

and anticyclonic flows pictured in Figure 5.25b are considerably more extensive 

than those in Figure 5.12b, but of nearly the same strength. The fadins of max

imum tangential wind is larger, centering the transvers,e circulatiiDu at a larger 

radius as well (Figure 5.27a). Descent in the eye is weaker, although ascent iu the 

heated region is comparable in magnitude. 
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Figure 5.25. The balanced vortex response to a wide potential vorticity anomaly. 
(a) The nondimensional potential vorticity q, (b) the tangential velocity v in ms- I , 

(c) the potential temperature () in degrees J(. 
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Figure 5.26. The vertical velocity w* in ms- 1 at Z = 0 induced by thc gradient 
condition, for the wide potential vorticity distribution. 
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Figure 5.27. Thc transverse circulation induced by the heating shown in Figure 
5.9, for the gradient surface condition and thc wide potcntial vorticity distribution. 
Dashed lines indicate zcro contours. (a) Thc nondimcnsional streamfullctioll 'l1, 
(b) the vcrtical velocity w* in ms-1 • 
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Figure 5.28 shows the vortex structure after 72 hours. As before, a down

ward potential vorticity flux ca.uses the vertical velocity maximum to rise into the 

upper troposphere, and the radius of maximum tangential wind relocates outside 

the heating maximum. The vortex has strengthened more than the vortex of sec

tion 5.5.1C, particularly in the upper troposphere where the negative vorticity 

anomaly is stronger, and a positive tangential flow grows near the tropopause in 

the eye (Figure 5.28c). As before, the positive potential vorticity anomaly begins 

displacing the nega(;ive anomaly above it, seen in Figure 5.28b. Note also that the 

region of ascent at j;he surface expands as the vortex strengthens (Figure 5.28a). 
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Figure 5.28. The vortex s'tr)lcture afte!r T = 72 hrs for the gradient surface concli
tion and the wide potent:ii1l vorticity idistribution. (a) the vertical velocity w* ill 
ms- 1 , (b) th~ nondimensional potentiial vorticity q, (c) the tangelltial velocity /J 

in ms- 1 • 
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5.6 Discussion 

This chapter reveals sdme of the important dynamical relationships among 

potential vorticity, potential: temperature and wind fields, for various types of 

interior thermal fQrdng and surface boundary conditions. Of primary importance 

are the thermal wind equation (5.3.2) and the conservation of mass-integrated 

potential vorticity between is,entropic surfaces (discussed in section 5.3.1). The 

relationship of the qynamic heating Q (5.2.2) to the vertical velocity and potential 

vorticity fields also .aids under/standing of the vortex evolution. 

Figures 5.1 ~pd 5.2 exhibit the thermal wind, produced only by temperature 

gradients rather thq.n anomaliies of potential vorticity. Integration of such a fidd 

in time produces potential vorticity anomalies, however, as seen in Figure 5.6. 

The thermal wind, equation (P,xplains the presence of temperature anomalies as 

well as the tangential wind fidd associated with variations of potential vorticity. 

The air below (abpve) a posiJGive potential vorticity anomaly tends to be cooler 

(warmer) than the ctmbient atmosphere, and winds blow counterdockwise around 

the anomaly in tlH~ Northern :Hemisphere. Cool eye temperatures at the surface 

and tropopause aSf:iociated witll the potential vorticity distribution used here cause 

a relatively strong llpper trop>ospheric anticyclone, compared with the cyclonic 

flow below. The thermal windlalso explains the early adjustment of the maximum 

tangential wind to ~. radius outside the vertical velocity maximum. 

Conservatio~l of mass-integrated potential vorticity in a layer between two 

isentropic surfaces i~ responsible for the tendency of potential vorticity to increase 

in the lower portiops of the trc)pospherc anel decrease above. This action controls 
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the vortex evolution through the invertibility principle: cyclonic winds strengthen 

and the vortex becomes more stable, according to the thermal wind relation. De

creafie at the surface of both potential vorticity and potential temperature is as

socia,ted with mass flux across the lower boundary and produces a weaker cyclone 

than with a Dirichlet boundary. The static stability is generally greater in re

gionfi of positive potential vorticity anomaly, a direct relationship evident in the 

definition of potential vorticity. 

While the shape and magnitude of the specified heating field is based on 

a highly idealized vision of condensation and convection within a hurricane, the 

dynamic heating function described here allows the heating to change interactively 

with the vertical velocity and potential vorticity fields as the vortex evolves. The 

implicit nature of this parameterization necessitates external forcing through the 

surfa~e b01llndary. However, the relationship of Q with w* and q explains the 

upper tropospheric increase of the vertical velocity as potential vorticity declines. 

The specified heating distribution varies roughly according to the expected fields 

of w*' and q as described by the dynamic relationship, but remains constant in 

time. The circulation it induces has the expected characteristics of inflow near 

the sprface, ascent near the eye, and outflow near the tropopause, with a smaller 

negative circulation in the core producing subsidence ill the eye. Such a timc

invadant forcing can produce realistic results only for a short time, because it 

lacks a feedback mechanism with the evolving vortex. 

Fricltionally induced vertical flow through the surface boundary serves as 

an external forcing for the vortex, the only such forcing when the dynamic heating 
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is used. Ekman pumping is based on the turbulent transport of mass and mo

mentum upward, while the gradient condition uses a bulk aerpdynamical formula 

for friction between gradient winds and the ocean surface. Either condition alters 

surface values of the potential vorticity and potential tempeqtture, although Ek

man pumping provides a much stronger forcing than the gradi{~nt condition in this 

case. 
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The study of tropical cyclones is progressing on several fronts with greater 

quantities of improved observational data, more refined theoretical models, and 

more detailed numerical studies made possible by advancing computational tech

niques and hardware. Tropical cyclone models can be divided generally into two 

groups, primitive equation models and balanced models. The present model falls 

into the latter category and continues the struggle of prior researchers to effec

tively parameterize the heating in terms of the large scale circulation. The results 

of experiments performed in this research illustrate the ability of the model to 

simulate the gross dynamical features of tropical cyclones as observed in nature. 

The model is an axisymmetric, hydrostatie, Boussincsq, baroclinic, Eliassen 

balanced vortex on an J-plane. It describes dynamical relationships among ob

served quantities such as wind, temperature and pressure fields in terms of po

tential vorticity and potential temperature, using a potential function for the tan

gential velocity field and a streamfunction for the transverse eireulation. This 

characterization, known as the potential vorticity invertibility principle, is gaining 

acceptance as a particularly useful description of eyclone dynamics in the tropics 

as well as the midlatitudes. The equation set used here was presented by Thorpe, 

who studied the tangential velocity potential function equation for various dis

tributions of potential vorticity and potential temperature [GD]. Ciesielski, ct ai., 

integrated the transverse circulation equation (with constant coeffieients) as a test 
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problem for C!ompc~rison of various numerical methods [9]. Schubert and Alworth 

performed a time 'integration of a related model, using potential temperature as 

an independ<:1nt r~.ther than dependent variable; dependent variables were trans

formed versions of! density, tangential velocity, the Exner function rr = cp(p/ po t, 
and the Montgomery streamfunction M = err + ¢ [53]. Numerical integration of 

Thorpe's equatiolll set, written. directly in terms of potential vorticity and more 

intuitive inderend<~nt variables, potential radius and geopotential height, has not 

been accomplishedl until now. I 

This djssertf.l,tion also contains a rigorous mathematical analysis of the tan

gential velocity potential function and transverse circulation equations. The two 

equations are elliptic as long as the atmosphere is statically stable and the dis

turbance is il1ertia}Jy stable. These two constraints are physically reasonable and 

imposed on the model at the outset. In addition to indicating the best form of t.he 

equations to discretize, mathematical analysis of the transverse circulation equa

tion also reveals natural boun(Iary conditions for the streamfllnction at R = 0 

and at large I'adiuq. We derive a new discretization of the transverse circulation 

equation basqd Oill minimization of a quadratic form, a simple yet elegant idea 

that gracefully pervades matheIl.natics. Analysis of characteristics for the potential 

vorticity equa,tionreveals the necessity of boundary conditions along the surface 

wherever ther·e is ascending motion. Similarly, evaluation of estimated growth 

rates for the ~quat;ion indicate:, the presence of growing modes and provides an 

upper limit for the allowable size of the timestep. 
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Although the numerical method chosen for integration of the trar~sverse cir

culation equation is not as efficient as the multigrid method described by Ciesielski, 

et al., it is computationally simpler and sufficient for the purposes of the pl1esent 

model. The tangential velocity potential function equation places a stronger re

striction on the the model's numerical efficiency. Our method for that equation 

utilizes multiple grids during the initialization process, significantly improving the 

computational effort required to solve the equation. Experimentation with travers

ing the domain in different directions demonstrates that iterations starting fr 0 111 

the boundary on which a Dirichlet condition is given converges to the solution 

more quickly than when sweeps are begun from Neumann boundaries. 

The solutions produced by the model are similar in many respe(:ts tq cor

responding disturbances in nature. In addition to validating the comJ.mtatlional 

experiments of Thorpe [69], Ciesielski, et al. [9], and Schubert and Alworthl [53], 

this dissertation describes experiments in which initial distributions of potential 

vorticity and potential temperature have magnitudes and structures that reflect 

observations of mesoscale cyclones. Taking a cue from an investigation of fronto

genesis, we also apply a parameterization of the heating function to th.e tropical 

cyclone model that is written in terms of potential vorticity and vertica.l velc)city. 

The vortex must be forced externally; a deformation field provides the nece~sary 

forcing for frontogenesis [70], while a tropical cylone receives energy through the 

boundary layer above the ocean. In this model, neither Ekman pumpiqg noll' the 

gradient surface condition are sufficiently strong for the circulation to Cl1nplifiy. 
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The evolution of the simulated potential vorticity distribution corresponds 

well with both observations and theory. The strength and sense of the circulation 

produced by the given potential vorticity and potential temperature anomalies are 

realistic, and vortices simulated with a specified heating function have a distinct 

eye containing subsiding air. However, the actual physics of the eye and eye wall is 

not well represented in this model, particularly lateral mixing of heat, water, and 

momentum between the eye and eyewall. 

Several enhancements can be suggested for this model, including radiation 

through the top boundary and the effects of evaporation, rain, cumulus down

drafts, subgrid turbulence, and nonhydrostatic effects. More importclIltly, a high 

potential vorticity, stable stratosphere should be included, allowing the tropopause 

and a positive potential vorticity anomaly to descend in the core. Also, the surface 

boundary condition should be improved as scientists develop a better understand

ing of heat and momentum fluxes at the ocean surface and corresponding exchange 

mechanisms between the boundary layer and the overlying clouds. 

This model can be used to explore dependence of solutions on the density 

distribution. Calculations along these lines indicate that, given the pseudo-density, 

a stronger anticyclone develops in the upper troposphere with a weaker cyclone 

below, corresponding to a less dense atmosphere at higher altitudes. 

The model can also be coupled with an ocean model to investigate the 

effects of upwelling and vertical mixing in the ocean, induced by the hurricane 

itself. Studies indicate that consequent deer'eases in oceanic surface temperatures 

reduce the intensity of slow-moving or stationary storms [3]. 
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Finally, this model may be used as a basic state for a numerical perturbation 

study of the three-dimensional primitive equations. Such an investigation would 

seek a physical explanation of asymmetric aspects of hurricanes such as rain bands 

and the outflow structure. Results might also shed light on contraction of the 

eyewall and subsequent replacement by another ring of intense convection at a 

larger radius, a phenomenon often observed during the evolution of hurricanes. 
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Appendix A 

TABLE 1: Constants 

cp 1004 J J{-l kg- 1 specific heat at constant pressure 

Rd 287 J ](-1 kg-1 gas constant for dry air 

po 1000mb reference pressure 

I\, 2/7 Rd/Cp 

g 9.81 ms- 1 gravitational acceleration 

Bo 300]( reference potential temperature 

f 5 X 10-5 s-1 Coriolis parameter 

n angular velocity of the Earth 

n 7.292 x 10-5 s-1 vertical component of n 

N 1.2 x 10-2 8-1 Brunt-Viiis5Jii frequency 
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TABLE 2: Variables 

appearing in more than one section, in approximate order of appearance 

Independent Variables (Physical and Momentum Coordinates) 

symbol units name 

t, T s time 

r, R km radial position from the hurricane center 

z, Z km height above the Earth's surface 

Dependent Variables 

symbol units name 

T J( temperature 

p mb pressure 

() J( potential temperature 

q m 3 kg- 1s- 1 potential vorticity 

p kgm-:l density 

-( S-1 absolute vorticity 

v In s-1 relative velocity (u, v, w) 

u ms-1 horizontal relative velocity 

u ms-1 radial velocity 

v ms- 1 tangential velocity 

w ms-1 vertical veloci ty 

¢> m 2 s-2 geopotential 

tp °Nol'th latitude 

Q J{ 5- 1 heat source 
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<I> m 2 s-2 potential function 

1l* ms-1 transformed radial velocity 

v* ms-1 transformed tangential velocity 

10* ms- 1 transformed vertical velocity 

q, kgm-1s- 1 transverse circulation strea1nfunction I 
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Appendix B 

Chapter 3 Analysis 

Lemma: Da2 D* is a self-adjoint operator. 

Proof: 

This proof mimics that of Lemma 2, Section (3.2.2), but includes the func-

tion a in the calculations. 

First, compute the adjoint of aD*; that is, look for all pairs (h, 1]) such that 

((J~D* 'iI!, h) = ('iI!, 1]) for all 'iI! E dom (aD*). Then 

(Re a D(R'iI!) (Re 
- Jo R DR hRdR = Jo 'iI!T/RdR. 

Define 

G(R) = _lRc 77(R')dR'. 

Then G(Rc) = 0, DG/DR = 7/, and 

0= lile ~ D~~'iI!)ahRdR+ iRe 'iI!~~RdR 

= iRe ~ D~~'iI!) ahRdR _lRc GD~~'iI!) dR 

= (Re ~ D(R\J!) (ah _ G) RdR 
Jo R DR 

for all 'iI! E dom (D*). In particular, choose 'iI!o such that 

1 DR'iI!o 
all - G = R f!iil' 

Then ah - G must be equal to zero. Hence, 

i
lle 

ah(R) = G(R) = - 1](R')dR', 
II 



so that ah (Re) = 0 and 

8 
1]= 8R(ah) = Dah. 

Thus, 

(aD*w, h) = ( W, 8~a;;)) = (w, Dah) , 

i. c., the adjoint of 

IS 

aD* = _ a ~R 
R8R 
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(B.1) 

and hE dom(aD). Hence dom(aD') ~ dom(aD), and Da2 D* is self-adjoint. 9 

Lemma: Da2 D* is an unbounded operator. 

Proof: 

Let 

1 (n R' (mrR') , 
W 11 = R Jo 0:2 cos 2Re dR 

for odd positive integers n. Then 

. R (mrR) wn(O) = hm ? cos -R = 0 
R~O o:~ 2 e 

and 

In order that {w 11} ~ dom( Da2 D*), W 11 must also he an clement of L2 and 

(Re 1 8 0:
2 8(Rw ll ) 12 

Jo 8R Ii DR RdR < 00. 
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First, 

II"'nll' = t ~[ :; cos (~~~') dR' 'RdR 

~ {Re ~ [ {R R~ dR' {R R'cos2 (mrR') dR'] RdR 
Jo R Jo Q Jo 2Rc 

~ i
Rc 

4~,2iR ( R' + R' cos ( n~~') ) dR'dR 

_ 1 lRc R [R2 RcR . (mrR) Rc lRe . (n11"R') dR']lR --2 -+--sm -- -- sm -- ( , 
4m 0 2 n 11" Rc n 11" 0 Rc 

1 lRe [R3 R R2 (n11"R) (R)2 ( (n11"R) )] =-2 -+-c-sin -- + _c R cos -- -1 dR 
4m 0 2 n11" Rc n11" Rc 

_ 1 [R~ 1 (R~) 2 Rc iRe R2 . (n11"R) RcR. (n11"R) IR] -- --- - +- sm -- +--cos -- ( 4m2 8 2 n11" n11" 0 Re 1m Rc 
Now, 

i Re (R) Rille (R) (R ) '2 n11" c. 11.11", r. Rcos -- dR = -- SIn -- dR = -2 -' 
o Rc n11" 0 Re n11" 

and 

Thus 

11~1!112 = _1 [R~ + (R~)'2 _4(Rc)'1 _2(Rc)'1 _ ~(R~)'2] 4m2 8 H11" n11" H11" 2 n11" 

and ~II E L2. 



Similarly, 

IIDa2D*\V nIl 2 
= lR~ laicos (~~~)12RdR 

Now, 

rR~ 1 nrr (nrr R) 12 
= Jo 2Re sin 2Re RdR 

( 
n'(f )211Re ( (nrrR)) = --? R+Rcos -- dR 
2Re ~ 0 Re 

_ 1 (nrr)2 [Rc
2 

Re lRc . (nrrR) II'] - - -,- - - - SIn -- (. I-

8 flc 2 nrr 0 Re 

= ~ (~:) 2 [ ~ 2 _ 2 :; 2] 

(nrr)2 1 
= --- - - < 00 for each n. 

16 4 

IIDa2 D*\Vnll 

II\Vnll 

becomes unbounded as n -t 00. This completes the proof. § 

Lemma: Da2 D* is closed on its domain. 

Proof: 
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To prove that Da2 D* is dos<cd, assume that a sequence {\V I/} of functions 

in dom( Da2 D*) approaches som,e function \V and Da2 D* \V Il -t X, then show that 

\V E dom( Da2 D*) and Da2 D* iIJ = X. \V E L2 since 

To show that \V satisfies the bot~ndary conditions, use the FundaIllell~al 'TIheorem 

of Calculus to write \V Il in the fC,)rm 

\V (R)=-~ rR!I rRr. ~(0'2D(RIIWll))dR:'dR' 
1/ R Jo a 2 JJit' DRII RII DRII 

1 lR If iRe = -R -:2" (D0'2D*w ll )dRll dR'. 
o Q lit' 



Then 

w + ~ {R R' {Re XdR"dR' 
Rio 0:

2 iR' 
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= w + ~ {R R' {Rc XdR"dR' _ ~ {R R~ {Rc (D0:2 D*w
ll

)dR"dR' _ 'lin 
Rio 0:

2 i R' Rio 0: i R' 

As both terms on the right hand side tend to zero with increasing n, 

11R R' lRc w(R) = -- 2" XdR"dR', 
RoO: R' 

so that w(O) = 0 and 

Also, 

(Ile 1 8 0:
2 8(Rw) 12 

io 8RR 8R RdR 
? 

= {one 8 0:
2 8 {Il R' {Ile -

io 8R R 8R io 0:2 ill' -xdR" dR' RdR 

t~c 
= io Ixl

2 
RdR 

= Ilx - D0:2 D*wn + D0:2 D*w n 11 2 
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The final portion of the proof, that Da2 D*\J! = X, proceeds ex;actly as it I 

did for L in section (3.1.2), Lemma 4. This proves that Da2 D* is closed on its ' 

domain. 9 

Lemma: IIDa2 D*\J!II ;::: (4m/R~)II\J!11 for every \J! E dom(Da2 D*). 

Proof: 

Applying the fundamental Theorem of Calculus, 

1 tfl a(R\J!) 2 

1'1112 = R 10 I aR dR 

!.. t fl VIi (a a(R\J!) Vii) dR 2 

R 10 a R aR 

< ~ rR lidR rR 
/ 0: a(R\J!) /2 RrlR 

- R2 10 0: 2 10 R aR 
1 . 

:::; ? l(aD*\J!,o:D*\J!)1 
~m 

= ~ 1(~fJ,Da2D*'l!)I· 
~m 

Then 

i ne ' inc R I 'l! 12 RdR :::; -' dR I (\J!, Da2 D* 'l!) I 
o 10 2m 

11'l!112 = R~ 1('l!,Da2D*\J!)1 
4m 

:::; R~ 11\J!IIIID0:2 D*\J!II. 
4m 

Hence 

IIDa2D*'l!11 ;::: ~~~ 11'l!1I· 9 
c 
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Appendix C 

Chapter 4 Numerical Approximations 

Terms of fi containing tlJ nrb: 

DifFerentiating with respect to tlJ nrb: 

Terms of fi containing tlJ n rc -1 : 

(2Rnrc-3/2 + 6R1lI' c - I / 2 + R ,u'c )O:;lrc_l/2 [i:(RtlJ) _ (RtlJ). ]2 T U nl'C nlc-I nrc-I = ')4R2 b.R 
~ nrc-I/2 

(RnrC-5/2 + 4RIII' b- 3/ 2 + R nn - 1/ 2 )O:;U'C_3/2 [(RtlJ) _ (RtlJ) . -"f + ') 2 b.R 'nl"(;-I nle -1~Rnl'e_3/2 
2 tlJ2 

O:nl'c nrc-I + (1 - 8)(2Rnl·e + Rnrc-I/2) 24b.R 
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Differentiating with respect to 'lI nrc-I: 

aTnre- 1 

a'llnre-l 
-(2Rnre 3/2 + 6Rnrb-l/2 + Rnre)Rnre-l a~rc-l/2 [8(R'lI)nre - (R'l1)nrc-l] 

12R~re_l/2L':l.R 

(Rnre 
+ 5/2 + 4Rnrb-3/2 + Rnre-l/2)Rnre-l a~rc-3/2 [(R'lI)nre-l - (R'lI)nre-2] 

2 L':l.R 6Rnre-3/2 

) 
a;lre 'lI nrc-l + (1 - 8)(2RII7•e + Rnre-l/2 12L':l.R 

Terms of fr containing 'lI 11 re: 

(2Rnl.c-3/2 + 6Rnre-l/2 + RlIrc)a~re_l/2 [C(R'lI) _ (R'lI) . _ fl 
(J II re nl c 1 T7I1

•
c = ?4R2 / L':l.R 

~ nre-l 2 

L':l.R R) 'lI + 8-(2RlIrc + nrc-l Xn7"C lIrc' 
6 

Differentiating with respect to 'lI lI7"C: 

aTnrc cL':l.R(·)R + R )x -- = (J-.;..J n1'C llrc-1 I nrc 
a'llll7"C G 2 

('>R . -3/2 + 6Rllrc-l/2 + Rnrc)8Rnrcanrc_l/2 ['(RIll) _ (R'lI) ]. ~ nl c (J IIrc lI1"c-l + 1?R2 6.R 
~ IIrc-l/2 
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